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Columbia teacher
calls in bomb threat
School drops charges
against faculty member ~~~v:i~~S~Y~t~~e ~~
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor

caller ~tpe Or~Je. 2<00§rding to
the police report.

QQf~~~~~~:

A disgruntled caller who identi- report. " If he doesn't get his fat ass
tied himself as a Columbia faculty to the phone I'm going to blow the
member threatened to ''blow the school up. It will be in the news
school up" after a receptionist and newspapers."
refused to transfer his call to colThe caller said he was phoning
lege president Warrick L. Carter on from his home and was not specifNov. 9.
ic as to when he was going to carry
Details of the call were eventual- out his threat, according to police.
ly turned over to police said, Mark
Martha Meegan, director of
Lloyd, vice president of marketing campus security, said the building
and
communications.
But was not evacuated following the
Columbia subsequently dropped call, she refused to comment on the
the charges against the alleged faculty
member
allegedly
caller, Lloyd said. He would not involved.
"We tiled a
" u ? h . k II h
explain why.
"We believe
..e t m a t reats to police
report,"
that there is no public safety need to be Meegan
said
further threat to taken seriously, and we before declining to
did so.,
answer any more
persons or propquestions.
erty, and proseLloyd released a
- M a rk Lloyd ,
cution of this
on
vice president of m a rketing statement
individual would
behalf
of
a nd communications
not serve a useColumbia. He said
purpose,"
ful
the school's main concern was
Lloyd said.
According to Lloyd, dissatisfac- whether it took the appropriate
tion or anger was not the reason for steps had been to keep the campus
the faculty member's actions, and safe.
-~ there ha§ ..l!ee.!Wl9.•.£.Jw!ge in his _ .: 'V'fe think all threats to public
safety need to be taken seriously,
employment status.
The Chronicle is not using the and we did so," Lloyd said. "We
name of the faculty member acted appropriately to safeguard
because the charges have been our property and personal safety
dropped.
and have nothing more to add
At around 2 p.m. on Nov. 9 an about this incident."
After campus incidents are
administrative assistant answered a
phone call from a man demanding turned over to police, Columbia is
to speak directly to Carter, accord- no longer involved with the invesing to a police report. The assistant tigation, Lloyd said.

Michael JareckVThe Chronicle

Isaac (left). Taylor and Zac Hanson answer audience questions on Nov. 17 after a screening of
their new documentary 'Strong Enough to Break' at Columbia's Ferguson Theater. 600 S .
Michigan Ave.

Hanson breaks free
Band defies today's
music industry
By Lauren Tumas
Staff Writer
It's been years, but everyone
still knows the song "MMMBop,"
Hanson's career-launching 1997
hit, which began the first chapter
in the brothers' music careers. But
at noon on Nov. 17. the brothers
emerged
from
Columbia's

Ferguson Theatre, 600 S.
Michigan Ave., with a new album,
their own record label and a documentary that educated students on
the growing epidemic of corporate control over bands ' creative
processes.
Thanks to a written request
through their online fan club by
Jennifer Baird, a music business
major. and the Public Relations
Student Society of America.
Hanson stopped at Columbia as

part of its 24-day college tour the
band held a Q-and-A session with
students after a screening of the
band's documentary, Strong
Enough to Break. Over the fouryear course of producing the 2004
album, Underneath, Hanson left
Island/Def Jam and started an
independent label corporation.
3CG. Isaac, 25. Taylor, 22. and
Zac, 20, wanted to succeed as
independents outside of what they
See Hanso n , Page 9

Holy Cow! Athletic association at Colutnbia
changing, and it has already started with their name.
The Columbia Coyotes are now
the Renegades, according to Matt
Holihan, second baseman for the
team and a member of Columbia's
new athletic association.
"A lot of our students arc rebellious," Holihan said. "We think
Renegades fits our school better."

In addition to the new name, the
association wants to make more
sports, including women 's softColumbia sports fans can look
ball, soccer and volleyball, availforward to having more than just
able to students. Right now the
baseball to cheer for, and students
goal is just to get together and
in different majors around camhave fun, but eventuall y they
pus can expect to have a role to
want to be able to play against
play as well. The face of
other schools.
Columbia's athletic teams is
Chris Schroeder, president of
the Columbia College Athletic
Association, said the goal of the
new organization is to brin g
Columbia to sports, not vice
versa.
"We' re trying to provide another outlet for the student community," Schroeder said. "A lot of the
same passion that goes into art
also goes into sports."
Schroeder, who has played
baseball since he was 5 years old.
said he has talked to a lot of other
students who wanted to come to
Columbia because of the artistic
community, but were torn
between that community and their
love of sports.
Courtney Enlow, a junior public
relations major, is interested in
starting a cheer/dance squad at
Columbia. She agreed with
Schroeder that there is more interCourtesy Josh Hawkins/Chicago Journal
e; .tthJ!.n one might expect at an art
;§chool. She heard about the assoMembers of Columbia's baseba ll team a re looking fo rward to
being joine d by mo re s ports teams, inc luding s occer, softball a nd ciation through her position on
vo lle yba ll , because of the new a thletic associatio n.
the
Student
Government
By Jessica Pearce
Assis tant Campus News Editor

Association and decided to see if
there was enough interest to start
a dance squad.
" ! was talking about it with a
friend who was also interested.
and I thought, If there arc two of
us there's got to be more." Enlow
sa id.
She decided to start a group on
the website Facebook.com to
gauge interest and was surprised
when more than 70 people signed
up.
Members of the association
plan to make the club all-inclusive. Holihan said they plan to

"This isn't high school.
We just want to get the
students together and
have a good time."
- C hris Schr oeder.
preside nt of t he Co lu mbia
Co llege At hletic Association
inc lude all departments at
Columbia.
"The Radio Department can
announce the games," Holihan
said. "The Graphic Design
Department can help design
posters and a logo for the teams.
The Fashion Department can
design uniforms. We want to
show the many ways Columbia's
various arts can benefit from hav-

ing sports as an outlet."
Columbia has many sportsrelated classes in the curriculum.
said Howard Schlossberg. faculty
adviser for the association. citing
sports marketing and the new science class Biomechanics of
Sports. as well as sports-related
courses in journalism and photography. The wide range of already
available classes makes Columbia
a perfect fit for an athletic association. according to Schlossberg.
" When you look at the school's
mission statement. it says we're a

media arts and entertainment college.'' Schlossberg said. "What
arc sports if not entertainment')"
Additionally. Schlossberg said
athletic teams arc a great way to
get Columbia ·s name out to
diverse audiences and to increase.!
school spirit among students.
Some Columbia students aren't
looking forward to the expansion
of the sports program. though.
" I came here to avoid sports.''
said Karolina Ash. a freshman
audio arts and acoustics major.

"Columbia is for artists."
Sd1roedcr asks that these students keep an open mind and give
the athletic association a chance.
'This isn' t high school.'' he
said. "We just want to get the students together and have a good
time."

NEWs&Nons
I've got my worries ...

IN THIS ISSUE
Campus News

By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Chief
am often baffied by the
ideas my mind can generate.
My brain can come in handy
writing songs, drawing or even
hashing out the most menial term
paper.
But
my
mind- anyone's
mind-can be dangerous. Case
in point: My girlfriend of nearly
three and a half years (who lives
in California, by the way) is
struggling with some personal
demo ns, and the situation has put
a s train o n our relationship.
While we remain a couple, our
talks have become less frequent
as she sorts out her problems.
Needless to say, her stress has
consequently caused me additional stress, causing my mind to
play tricks on me. Now that same
brain that aids me in my creative
endeavors has been generating
fantastic scenarios based on my
current state of affairs.
At times, I think the best. She
simply needs some room to help
herse lf, which I completely
understand. Other times, I panic.
I interpret a lack o f conversatio n
as a personal attack.
One scenario is rational, constructed in my head from actual
events. and the other is illog ical.
created only by hunches, urges
and theories. The truth is neither
are healthy. The fact is that I'm
in a s trange, mental netherworld
of uncertainty: that state of m ind
in which every thing becomes
unsett ling.
Havmg been in si milar, uncertain s tates befo re, I' ve fou nd that
when I am unable to fill my mmd
with concrete knowledge , I end
up fillin g it with figments of my

I

imagination. If I can't have the
facts, I create my own twisted
version of them.
I found myself doing this several years ago during the summer
after high school graduation.
When a good friend of mine
would mysteriously be missing
on weekends when I wanted to
hang out and refused to tell me
or my other friends where she
was, I became nervous.
Several weeks after this started
happening, I heard through the
grapevine that she was in the
hospital, and I flipped. I had so
many questions on my mind that
couldn't
be
immediately
answered that I became consumed by anxiety. Was she ·ill?
Was she dying? Why wouldn 't
she tell anyone?
Eventually, I learned that she
wasn't in the hospital due to a
life threatening illness; s he was
being a human guinea pig- and
making good money doi ng so.
So, it wasn't exactly the answer I
was looking for- I was s till worried about her safety- but actually having that knowledge
calmed my nerves.
ow, I'm not a therapist. but I
think I can safely say that in my
cu rrent uncertain Situation, I
have nothing to worry about. Or,
to be more accurate. there's
nothing I s hould worry about.
because I don't have the information that will tell me 1f my
anx1et1es are justified or merely
tri ggered by my 1maginat1on.
That 's not to say that thmgs arc
perfect, but 11 docs mean that my
dtlemma
requ1res pat1cnce.
These thmgs do work out , and

hopefu II y for the better.
However, this doubt and fear
can be avoided by maintain ing
o pen lines of com munication,
espec ia lly when the parties
involved care deeply about one
another. Anyone w ho has fe lt
such anxiety can attest to the fact
that a simple "Everything's OK"
goes a long way.
I'm not saying that someone in
my girlfriend 's position , who
needs space to son out personal
problems , shou ld constantly
expose her worries. But giving
loved ones some reassurance
once in awhile is essential to
their well-being, just as spending
some alone time is essential to
hers.
I can't say that my mind is
going to stop thinking in its typically frantic manner- there's no
"off' s witch. I can't say what I
will feel like tomorrow, let alone
an hour from now. I can't say
when my girlfriend will complete he r soul-searching. I can
say. though. that I will do my
best to be patient and supportive
through what is definitely o ne of
the most trying situat ions in my
life. It 's all I can do.
[Note: Several hours after I
fimshed this column, my girlfriend and I broke up . It's the
most painful feeling in the
world . I considered rewriting
this piece. but it's a reflection of
how I was feeling at the time .
Plus. the message IS true, and
that's what my column is about.
It's not a JOurnal. 1t's not a d iary.
1t's a reflcct1on o n h fc .]

jdanna(a culum edu

Do you think Columbia
needs more sports?
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Announcements
Dance Anthropology
Dr. Yvonne Daniel, a Rockefeller Resident Fellow
will be presenting a lecture, "Toward a Dance
Anthropology of Rumba, Santeria, Vodou and Bele,"
Nov. 2 1 at Ferguson Hall, 600 S. Michigan Ave., from
7 p.m . to 8:30 p .m. The lecture features a discussion
o f Daniel's research. Daniel will also show excerpts
from her videos, "Cuban Rumba," "Cuban Dance
Examples," and "Public Vodun: Ceremonies of Haiti."
For more information. call M orris Phibbs at (312)
344-7563.

FOCA Exam
The Foundations of Computer Applications proficiency exam will be held Dec. 6 from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
and Dec. 10 from 10 a.m. to I p.m. in the Wabash
Campus Building. 623 S. Wabash Ave., room 400. The
exam allows students who are already proficient at
using the computer as a personal productivity tool to
test out of the basic level class. The test costs $10 and
is offered during the fall, spring and summer semesters. Students who want to study for the exam on their
own can pay $25 for pretest training and two test
attempts. For more informarion, visit rhe Interactive
Arrs and Media office oreal/ (312) 344-7526.

Simpsons Panel
Three scholars from the humanities and social sciences takes on Homer. Marge. Ban, Lisa and Maggie
in "The Simpsons: Cultural Criticism and America's
Favorite TV Family," Dec. 7 from 6 p.m. to 7:30p.m.
at the Chicago Cultural Center. 78 E. Washington St.
C lips from the TV show will be analyzed, in terms of
social commentary, philosophy, h istory and politics.
For m ore info rmarion, call tire liberal ed11ca1ion
d<'parrme/11 fll (3 1}) 34-1-7295.

Faculty Poetry Reading
"/think it ~v cool, a.v /on~: a.v it .vtay.• a dub
anti U(Je.fn 't bectJmt! mandatory."

- Kelly Winter, freshmKn,
fashion

" I'd be intere.vtetl, but / wmtltln 't 11111111 it
ltJ take away from majtJrS tlrat tm• t/11•
ftJI'II.f tJf tire •·ollel:l'."

- l'hiiiJI Ghulloun.:ul, senior,
music composition

Five Cohunbia English O.:partment faculty members
will rend sclt.:ctions of their wo rk Dec. 8 in the Hokin
Hull of the Wubltsh Cnmpus Building, 623 S. Wabash
Ave., nt 5:30p.m. Garnett Kilberg-Cohen. Susen James,
GE. Mumty, Ed Roben<on 1md Michael Robbins will be
reading. The: ti1culty members ure authors of llWlY different genres of poems tmd tench nil levels of writing at
Columbia. For mon• injill'motian. call David Trinidad at
(3 12) 344-81.19.

C3LUMBlA CHRONICLE
"I 'm no/Into .fport,, , but/f.YtJmerme /Ike.• it,
It 'It a l(twtfltft•a. "

- AII•11n l{ltz, frc• hrnMn,
'••hlfut

" / think It ~v a l(tmtfitfl'a. We tf11n 't have
a /(tJIJtf .v tutlent t'tlmmun/IJI. /think It
w11ultl brlnl( .vtutltmt.v /lll(tJiiler. "

- 'l'o1hlb11 llopkln•, •~nlor,
multlmedl•

If you have nn upcoming event or
announcement. call The hronicle's news
desk at (3 12) 344-8964 or e-mail
chronicle colum.edu.
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Julie Andrews visits Columbia
for 'Up Close With' event
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor
Acting legend Julie Andre ws
s ha red personal s tories with a
sold-out crowd at the Chicago
Hilton, 720 S . Michigan Ave., on
Nov. 17 as the first installme nt of
Columbi a's
second
a nnual
"Conversation in the Arts: Up
C lose With ... " series, which is
aimed at attrac ting potential
donors to the school.
The even ing with Andrews
began with a welcome from
Columbia preside nt Warrick L.
Carter, and then Debra Martin
C hase, Columbia trustee and
friend of Andrews, spoke about
developing a friendship with he r
wh ile p roducing The Princess
Diaries, which Andrews starred

in.
Andrews, who made her mark
in M01y Poppins and The Sound
of Music, talked about the heights
of her career, travel experiences
and her love for the arts.
"Columbia College is an amazing school ," Andrews sa id .
"Please, nurture it , expe rience it

a nd promote it. "
The night ended with Chase
interviewing Andrews with questions from audie nce members,
covering
everything
from
Andrews love for chunky peanut
butter to her best on-screen kiss.
Andrews was in Chicago directing the 'The Boy Friend," the
same musical that helped to ignite
her career in 1954 when she
starred in it.
Tickets went on sale Sept. 17 for
$35 each, and all 424 seats sold out
quickly, according to John Hostler,
executive director of advancement
services and associate producer o f
the "Conversation in the Arts: Up
Close With" series.
"The primary o bjectives of
'Conversations in the Arts' are to
cultivate and e ngage key constituents of the College-including major prospective donorssteward c urrent constituents, and
raise the visibility Columbia has
as a world class institution
through linkages w ith leading
membe rs of the a rts a nd communications world," Hostle r said.
T he series is open to the public

and is produced by the Office of
Institutional
Advancement.
Students are welcome to purchase
tickets for the event, but Maggie
Ness, junior televis ion major and
co-chair of Columbia 's Student
Organizational Council, doesn 't
think that many students a re
aware of the series.
"! think that it should be advertised to students more," Ness said.
According to Hostler, Columbia
uses a variety of vehicles to
advertise the "Conversations in
the Arts" series, including radio,
print and direct mail.
Hostler declined to say how
much it cost to bring Andrews to
Columbia. "The long-term return
on investment should be quite
substantial for the college and its
students," he said .
The "Conversations in the
Arts" series made its debut last
year with Laure n Bacall, Ben
Vereen and Mary Tyler Moore.
The series will continue with
James Earl Jones on Feb. 16 and
Debbie Reynolds on April 6.
Former President Bill Clinton may
also be visiting in the spring.

International diversity celebrated
Columbia participates in international
education week
By Sam libretti
Staff Write r
Columbia joined
colleges
across the nation last wee k a nd
participated in
International
Education Week, a cele bration of
international students and the culture that they bring to American
colleges and uni versities.
Sy mo n Ogeto, Co lumbia's
coordinator of international stude nt affairs, said the purpose o f
International Education Week,
whose theme this year was "Our
Stude nts: Passports to Meeting
the Arti st Within Us," is to
encourage di versity across college
campuses.
"This is a week that allows us to
recognize the value that education
has meant to people from all over
the world," Ogeto said.
The Office of International
Student Affairs o ffered e vents,
ov. 14 to ov. 18 to encourage
awareness of what international
students, w ho account for about 2

percent of Columbia's student
population, bring to the table, as
well as to shed some light on the
difficulties they face.
A student-produced documentary about the daily lives of several internationa l Columbia students
was s creened Nov. 15 in the
library. Senior film major Holly
De Ruyter, who made the film ,
said the project "opened her eyes"
to the issues international students
deal w ith.
"There's a lot of things that we,
as American-born students, take
for granted," De Ruyter said. "For
example, it's fa irly easy for an
American student to go o ut a nd
get a job to pay for college. But
it 's a lot harder for an international s tudent."
Ogeto said that once international s tudents g raduate, they
mus t make decisions about
whether to return home o r to try
to work in the United States. He
said that it can be d ifficult to
convince the U.S. government to
allow them to stay.
" When an international student
goes to an American school , they
must prove to the government that

Students gather in Columbia's Hokin Annex, 623 S . Wabash
Ave., on Nov. 17 for Columbia's International Thanksg1v1ng
feast.

they have the intent to return
horne after graduation," O geto
said. " It is within national laws to
make such requirements, but they
sometimes appear to be contradictory."
Ogeto explained that the contradiction is that inte rnational students have to jump through more
hoops to get jobs, yet the government requires them to have a job,
or else they have to leave.
"After graduation, the stude nt
may apply for a work permit in
the United States," Ogeto said.
" If they do not do so, then they
have 60 days to go back to their
home country."
It was with this in mind that
Columbia hosted a n International
Alumni Recepti on Nov. 15 at
Columbia's Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S . Wabash Ave.
Several international alumni were
invited to speak, all of whom
la nded jobs in the C hicago area.
One alumnus, Rui Ka neya,
graduated in 1998 from the
Journalism De partment. He is
now the managing editor of the
C hicago Repo rte r.
"Being at Columbia was a very
interesting experience," Ka neya
said. "It provided me with good
options and gave me the chance to
work with people who were actually working in journalism full time."
Kaneya,
who
is
from
Yokohama, Japan, started out
attend ing college in West
Virginia, but said that Chicago
offered a better environment for
him.
"The city I'm from is a bigger
city, so l found Chicago mo re
inviting," he said. "And I felt that
the journalism program a t
Columbia was well-known."
Kaneya said that the atmosphere at Columbia. as well as the
fact that it is set m a large city,
made the transition from Japan to
American easy for him.
"Everyone is used to people
See International, Page 7

Eric Davis/The Chromde

Julie Andrews speaks about the evolution of her career on Nov.
17 at the Chicago Hilton, 720 S. Michigan Ave. , at the first
'Conversations in the Arts: Up C lose With .. .' event of the year.

Coca-Cola boycott denied by
Columbia administration
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor
Columbia administrators denied
a resolution drafted by Columbia's
College Council a t its Nov. 4 meeting advising the college to c ut all
ties with Coca-Cola.
Louis Silverstein, Columbia faculty member and college council
representative, drafted the motion,
which was debated at the Nov. 4
meeting.
"I moved that it's outrageous for
Columbia to enter into a contract
with Coca-Cola," Silverstein said.
"[It is) a corporation with longstanding history in human rights
and environme ntal degradation in
pursuit of profits."
According
to
Si lvers tein,
Columbia 's relationship with CocaCola interferes with the enlightened
liberal education that is the essence
of what Columbia provides to its
students.
Barry Benson, Columbia's director of corporate sponsorship and
underwriting, explained that CocaCola is the sole cold beverage
provider for the college. TI1e contract with Coca-Cola includes a
clause
totaling
sponsorship
S 150,000 over five years.
Benson said that Coca-Cola is
interested in sponsoring various
campus events.
The motion was passed with
wide support, according to Pe ter
Hartel, a Columbia fi lm and video
department faculty member and
college council chaim1an.
The resolution states that m order
to teac h Columbia students to
•·author the culture of the1r tunes."
it is crucml that Columbw set an
example by not looking to money
as the top way to decide who to do
business with. The resolut1on also
cites Coca-Cola's bottling plants
for human rights violations in
Colombia, where workers are being
prevented from forming unions,

and for environmental devastation
in India, where water supplies in
small villages are drying up and
groundwater is being polluted.
After the motion was passed and
the resolution was drafted, it went
to President Warrick L. Carter's
office, where he had 15 days to
respond. Hartel received Carter 's
denial of the resolution on Nov. 18.
The administrative recognized that
it is aware of the allegations against
Coca-Cola, but is unaware that any
of the allegations have been substantiated, said Hartel.
At the College Council's next
meeting on Dec. 2 it will decide
whether to revise the resolution and
resubmit it.
If the resolution is passed,
Colun1bia will join the international campaign to boy- ~
con Coca-Cola as soon as
the college's contract with
Coca-Cola is up.
Other educational institutions across the United
States have al ready severed ties with CocaCola, including Lake
Forest College and the
University
of
Michigan.
C heryl
JohnsonOdim , dean of the
School of Liberal Arts
and Sciences and college council representative, voted in favor
of the resolution.
" I realize that were
we to confront everything that is oppressive, we would have
to close ou r doors."
she sa1d. "Still, not to
be able to do everythmg IS not the same
as ;grccmg to do
nothmg."
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert

Hall

Event s

Monday November 21

Classical Guitarist
Fareed Haque in Concert
12:30 PM

Melange: A Solo Piano Project
7 :00 PM

Tuesday November 22

Maxwell Street Klezmer Band
m Concert
12:30 PM
l'oaervat•on , •cq"'rflU J t / :J ilil 0300

Maxwell Street Klezmer Band
Workshop
1 30
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TrombonisUComposer
James Fulkerson in Concert
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Cartershop? Mystery of faux
Columbia president continues
Short films of
Columbia issues in
the works
By Jennifer Sabella
Managing Editor
On l\ov. 2 1. Presid ent Carters

ani mated

impersonater

will

rekasc a serie s of film s horts he
ho pe> w1ll encourage students to
tak~

a more 'ocal stancc.: on the

admtnstr:\tiOil 's dC:CISIOilS.
Smce carl~ October. some one posmg as Columhaa ·s pres~
1dt"nt has: crc::ul~d a \\cbsate. a
profile on ~~ ~>pace com under
the a has and rcfU!-C:~ to rc:\ cal
hb llkntll~
o r da:--clo..-:;e the
rea~on u·:-- hc:ang concealed m
the fir;t pla.·c
The tilm $Crtes "dl be t·ommg
out bunonthl~ or month I~. the
Caner lmpo>tcr sa1d m an o nhne
mren IC \\ He rc:fusc:d to be mtc r ~
'IC\\ ed '13 telephone or m per·
son. but sa1d that the mam plot
of the film s
be spread o'e r
the three films mailer 30-sccond p1ece "111
other ISSues.
One animated. 30-sec·
o nd trade r has ahead~
made
~~~
" a~
onto
\\'ac ~ ~ " arnc k com ~l a rk
LIO)d. 3S~IStant \ICC prcSI·
dent of markcllng and commum cattons fo r the college.
sa1d although the adm1mstrat1on
"ould prefer the m) s ter) monc
maker step fo f" ard and ha' e a
face- to-face d1aloguc . the) rcc·

'"II

ognize the person's right to
express himself.
"We will defend their right to
say those things or do those things
or to express themselves in art
and various art fo rms." Lloyd
said. " It's really difficult- in fact
to carry on a diaimpossibl
logue with somebody who docs-

Jammin' at the Hokin

n 't choose to bring those issues
directly. face-to-face, in public
before the people who are subjects."
The mystery person said h is
film s horts will address severa l
on -campus iss ues. including
how tuitio n dollars are spe nt,
Carter s Columbia-owned man sion and w hat he sees as a lack
of st ude nt representation on
ca mpus. Regarding the Student
Government
Orgamzation ·s
pus h for a student representative
on the board of trustees. the lndlvtdual seemed supporttvc.
" I am lookmg forward [to a
student n:prcscntatt\ c on the
bo ard]:' the fau< Carter sa1d.
" Out until there " pro per s tudent rcprc,entatlon. I w1ll continue to >prcad the Word of
Carter."
T he Carter unposter "on't
say'' here he got ha s an formatiOn
about the mner-workmgs of the
college o r 1f he IS a Colurn b1a
st udent . but man y students
h:l\ c cornrnumcatcd w1th
h1m 'to M yS pacc. and

:-.orne arc as reluctant to
rc\ cal themselves as he IS.
An arts. entertainment
and med1a
management
maJOr who uses the name
1\lt~e C harnung o n h1s s1te
Ieli sc' era I comments on
the fau<-Canc r s Myspacc
page. many h1ghly c nt1cal
of the college .
" I thmk the account "
Courtesy W~tkyw~rrick.tom e \ tremcly
funn).''

Erin Mash/The Chronicle

Senior music major Kobbie Tucker plays drums at
lhe Lunchtime Acoustic Series at Columbia's Hokin
Gallery. 623 S. Wabash Ave .. on Nov. 16.

C harmm g wrote. " I've never
talked to the guy before but from
h ts profile It looks as if he is a
cocky fucker. and si nce I've been
mad at the school lately. I
wo uldn't be surprised tf I wasn't
the o nly o ne w ho thought [these
things about the college.
Charrnmg wrote he questions
how the school spends tuit1on dollars and has a particular problem
"1th the AEMM dcp;Jrtmcnt.

r

Despite the react ion. Lloyd
said it would be mo re effective if
this person w ould come forward.
'"In this case. we think that
there ·s an opportunity to come
forward with these issues and
have a dialogue; that doesn't
seem to be the approach that this
individual wants to take," Lloyd
said . " He prefers to hide behind
hts animations or some website
role."
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Local zines on display
in Columbia gallery
zinesters' work will be presented
from their very early publications
to their latest efforts to show their
The image of Clark Kent tearing publishing progress.
open his shirt to expose his "S"
Drendel explained that zi nes are
emblem has appeared countless DIY(Do-lt-Yourself) magazines,
times in Supennan comics. journals or pamphlets that contain
However, this illustration juxta- everything from personal essays to
posed over Mayan iconography artwork to photographs of the
probably hasn't graced the color- artist's friends. Often these zines
paneled pages of D.C. Comics. Yet are produced inexpensively.
this image, along with Chicago
"These are little books printed in
zines and rubberstamp art and many cases on a Xerox machine,"
carvings, are part of Columbia's Drendel said.
new exhibit "from Art to Zine."
One featured zinester is Anne
The Center for Book & Paper Elizabeth Moore, a Chicago writer,
Arts, II 04 S. Wabash Ave., is Columbia instructor and co-pubhosting "from Art to Zine," lisher of Punk Planet, whose
through Dec. 17. The exhibit fea- anneZine part of her zine collage.
tures zines created by Chicago Moore, who started having her
writers and artists, codex books writings published when she was
and lithographs des igned by 15, said that anne Zine was the first
Mexican-American artist Enrique one she produced in 1993.
Chagoya and Rubberstampland, a
" I started working for both
collection of rubberstamps and art The Progressive and The Onion
by well-known Chicago artist before I starting self-publishPicasso Gaglione.
ing," Moore said.
These written and visual works
Moore said that anne Zine was
are intended to serve as alternative "a reactionary concept dedicated to
media for cultural and political and about 'Annes."' Although her
expressions. William Drendel, the zine ended with issue 47, less than
gallery coordinator for the Center I 0 were actually published. After
for Book & Paper Arts, explained one through six were published,
that the exhibit will be divided into she skipped seven and produced
three sections. The first section is number eight.
dedicated to zines.
Moore explained that she uses
Drendel said that collages of var- the zine medium as an expression
ious zines be on display for viewers of the "natural, reflexive pan oflivto read. He also said that the ing in this world''
By Eric Kasang
Staff Writer

Billy Roberts, who regularly wears in a bunny costume, a nd Wylder Weston obs erve an Enrique
C hagoya piece titled 'El Regraso Del Cannibales Mode rnistes,' which is part of the exhibit 'from
Art to Zine' at Columbia's Center for Book & Paper Arts, 11 04 S. Wabash Ave.
Another zinester, Billy Roberts,
explained why he creates zines and
journals to document his life.
"You can still go back and look
at writings, your art," Roberts
said. "It's like footprints marking your trail."

Roberts, who created " Proof I
Exist," said that he staned creating
newsletters and pamphlets in IOth
grade. He didn't realize that the
zinc subculture existed until he was
introduced to other zincs at a Des
Moines ska concen in II th grade.
He's created about 50 ditlerent

versiOns of " Proof I Exist" 7,
which range from just an work
written on the cardboard interior
to handwritten text. He passes
them out to people on CTA buses
or sells them.
Another section of "from Art
to Z ine" is dedicated to the
codex
books
of Enrique
Chagoya.
Chagoyas books,
which are lithographs creased
like an accord ion, co mbine
Mesoamerican and Western rei igious icons with Ame ri can
comic art and pop culture.

International:
Week-long events
held for Columbia's
foreign students
Continued from Page 3
from different backgrounds." he sa id.
"You're not as likely to stand out as different."
Kaneya said that the best advice he
could otler to c urrent international students was to "do what you want to do. It
is totally up to you to make it happen."
On Nov. 17, a Thanksgiving dinner
was offered for international st udents in
the Hokin Annex of the Wabash Campus
Building. Ogeto said that it was important for them to be able to sense a connection with the American holiday,
when many of them may feel left out.
" These students often do not have
family around for Thanksgiving," Ogeto

"There's imagery from Aztecs to
Our Lady of Guadalupe to George
Bush," Drendel said. "He's mixed
Christianity with comic strips with
Aztec culture."
Chagoya,
who
lives
in
California, said that his work is a
visual language and reflects the
constant collision of cultures. He
also explained that his art is like
music in that it may be aesthetically pleasing to someone without
having to deconstruct the piece.

said . "Some students will go to a
friend's house on Thanksgiving, but others may just be in their rooms, feeling
lonely."
The week came to an end on Nov. 18
with a roundtable discussion that was
held in the International Student
Lounge, with the focus on brainstorming
ideas to make the celebration of diversity among both international and
American students carry on throughout
the year.
"Too often, Americans don't realize
the importance of their role in the global community, and we are doing the best
we can to make weeks like this meaningful to all students, not just international ones," Ogeto said.
Ogeto said he has found that
Columbia's international students have
had positive experiences.
"You would be amazed at what
Columbia, and really the whole city of
Ch icago, has given to these students,"
he said. "That is what attracts them
here."

Help create a fam ily.
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:
EGG DONORS
$5,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages of
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will bt!.
ua
t ake medication and undergo a minor surgical proQ:dure:
Serious inquiries only.

GESTATIONAL SURROGATES

Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women between the
ages of 21-35 who have given birth to at least one child.
www.arn .com

A RR

ALTERNATIVE

I

REPRODU CTIVE
A E S 0 U R C E 'l

773.

See Zines, Page 10
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Tools to work.
Excuses to play
(and discounts for
students and faculty)

iPod with video
15,000 songs,
25,000 photos
150 hours of video

Aperture
the all-in-one
post-production tool
for photographers
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Hanson:
Brothers promote
independent
music
Continued from Front Page
call the consolidated corporate
culture oftoday's music industry.
"Right now the record companies and a lot of the media control
the outlets, and thi s gives such little choice," Taylor said . "Fans are
starving to death ."
The documentary features several speakerphone calls with prior
management members, including
Jeff Fenster, former senior vice
president of A&R for Island/Def
Jam Records. At the Q-and-A session, fans told Hanson that they
were frustrated watching the way
Fenster treated them, often having
no opinion o f his own on the
direction of their album.
"The point is, we're anists who
feel like we can solve a problem,
so lets solve a problem," Isaac
said.
According to Zac, major labels
are not signing the kind of bands
that inspire audiences, because
the music labels are relying on
"one hit wonders" instead of creating whole albums.
"The problem is that them
developing a band means actually
making a band, as in taking a
band that looks good and making
them sound good," Isaac said.
'The risk we all run is we will
either win because our song is
played 9,000 times a week and
eventually people are so familiar
with a song that they will buy it
because they have heard it a zillion times, or a situation where
people will stop listening altogether."

All three of the brothers suggested that students could use cell
phones, Myspace.com and e-mail
to widen suppon for local bands.
"As fans we have to say that we
want more choice
so give us
great records, give us options, let
us help develop places like
iTunes," Taylor said.
According to Isaac, part of the
problem right now is that there is
a lot of great music that never gets
heard.
"We want to encourage you
guys that this is a time when you
as fans have an opportunity to
completel y reshape the way
music is exposed, purchased and
the way that the industry as a
whole- from record companies
to radio stations- reacts to what
you say," he said.
The student-run Columbia
chapter of the PRSSA tried to
enforce a Columbia student-only
rule on the event , but some
Hanson fan s were more determined than others. PRSSA kicked
three girls out of the screening
after sneaking in from other
schools, but Bradley University
sophomore Melissa Simanis managed to fin agle her way into the
theater.
" I heard they would be here and
I couldn ' t pass up a chance to see
my life long crush in person,"
S imanis said .
PRSSA Vice President and
Co lumbia
se nior
Jennifer
Callahan said, despite the "security glitch," everyth ing went
smoothly.
" It was amazing, it went off
without a hitch," Callahan said.
"Better than I ever would have
expected."
Callahan worked with Baird
and other PRSSA members to get
the band on campus.
" I couldn 't (have done it] without the team that I had," Callahan

Melanie Munds, 20, from Ontario, Canada , looks through the window of Columbia's WCRX radio
station while calling the station to ask the band a question on Nov. 17. Below: Isaac Hanson
talks to fans during the band's Q&A session.
said.
Freshman music production
major Mark Walloch said that he
has been a Hanson fan since the
fourth grade and that he was
pleased by the pro fessionalism,
maturity and passion that the
brothers expressed.
" I think that there's a lot to
learn from the documentary and
about major recording labels,"
Walloch said.
Hanson hopes to sign independent bands to its new 3CG label in
the future, when they have time to
give the bands the personal attention they need. For now, the
brothers are practicing what they
preach, trying to bu ild a grassroots community of artists, labels,
promoters and fans to help bring
attention to independent music.
The band is demonstrating its
suppon for independent music by
sponsorin g contests that allow
developing bands to play as its

pier CDs that promote independent bands' music.
Baird said she would like to see

Un iversity
the University
o f Southern
California.
Baird said
believes

openi ng act in each tour market,

message
ti ve
Columbia.
"I have been absolutely
floored with the response I've
been getting [since people found
out they were coming to
Columbia]." Baird said. "It's been

as well as giving away free sam-

awesome.''

'ri ~ COLUM.EDU jSCHOLARSHIPS

~~~ oJ.).... ~)or-~
• AcademiC Excellence Award (Deadlme: March 1. 2006)
Albert Weisman Scholarship (Deadline: January 17. 2006)
Alumni Scholarship (Deadline: April 14, 2006)
Bob Enrietto Scholarship/Semester in L.A. (Deadline: March 15, 2006)

Hermann Conaway Scholarship (Deadline: March 1. 2006)
Hillary Kalish Scholarship (Deadline: April 3. 2006)
( Deadlme· April 14. 2006)
John Murbach ScholarshipJOesigner·in-Residence

.

President's Club Scholarship (Deadline: April 30. 2006)
Ron Pitts Scholarship (Deadline: Mar ch 15. 2006)

David Rubin Scholarship (Deadline: March 15. 2006)
Helen Fong Dare Scholarship (Deadline : March 2006)

u-e.,~~.ct-- s<.ho l~ s-~" s
ART & DESIGN
Pougialls Fine Arts Award (Deadline: April 2006)
.
Precious Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline: Spnng 2006)

ARTS , ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT

JOURNALISM
John F•schetll ScholarshiP (Deadline: March 10. 2006)
lrv Kupcmet Media Arts ScholarshiP (Deadl• ne: March 1. 2006)

MARKETING COMMUNICATION
The Patncla McCarty ScholarshiP Fund (Deadline: March 17. 2006)

• The Make A Dent Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 28, 2006)
Precious Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline: Spnng 2006)
The Chuck Suber Scholarship (Deadline: December 16, 2005)

MUSIC

ASL _ ENGLISH INTERPRETATION

PHOTOGRAPHY

• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship (Deadline: June 1. 2006)

• Kodak Scholarsi11P (Deadline: Apnl 2006)

DANCE

RADIO

• Fore st Foundation Scholarship (Deadline: March 31. 2006)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
• Joan and Irving Harris Scholarsh iP (Deadline: April 14. 2006)

MuSIC Department ScholarshiP (Oeadlme: February 15. 2006)

lrv Kupcinet Medi a Arts SchOlarshiP (March 1. 2006)

TELEVISION
AI Lira ScholarshiP (Deadlme: March 1. 2006)
Thaine Lyman Scholarsh•P (Oeadlme: Marctl 1 . 2006)

FICTION WRITING

lrv Kupcinet Media Arts ScholarshiP (Deadline: March 1. 2006)

John Schultz and Betty Shiflett Story Workshop Schol arship
(Deadline : Spring 2006)
.
Sylvia McNair Travel Story Schol arship (Deadlme: Sprmg 2006)

THEATER

Betty Garrett Mus•cal Tl1eater ScllolarshtP Fund (Oeadlme:

Apn l 14. 2006)

David Talbot Cox Scholarship Fund (Deadline : Apnl 14, 2006)
Freshman Achieveme nt Award (Deadline: Apnl 14. 2006)
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Online messages target black fraternities in S.C.
By Michael Laforgia
KRT

Racially oftensive lntemet postings directed toward a black fmternity at the University of South
Carolina ha,·e school otlicials reexamining the racial climate of the
Greek community.
Most of the anonymous comments on Fratty.net are aboutmembers of Omega Psi Phi. the historically-black fraternity that is buildmg a house in USC's previously
all-white Greek Village.
The messages. riddled with
obscenities and racial epithets.
express anxiety over black students
1110\ ing into the neighborhood and
allege that school administrators
hold black and white fraternities to
d1fferen1 standards.
\\'h ile there's no way to identify
e'en messageboard user. USC
oftic;als said-they've found ev1dence that at kast some of the users
attend the university. Users must
reg1ster w1th the website. popular
wuh fratermlles and sororiues
na110nw1de. before \1ewing messageboard posts. and registration IS
open to anyone.
offiCials ha\e condemned
the comments and arc qu1ck to
pomt out that the offenders rcprcsent onl~ a handful of the school's
man~ Greek students
''lt"s Just "hat you'd read on a
bathroom stall m some filthy
place:· sa1d Student L1fe DlfCClor
JCIT) Bre"\\er. whose office o'ersees the Deparonent of Greek L1fc
••J'm JUS1 appalled that thiS JUSI happened''
Bre"\\ er called an emergency
mectmg \\1th campus Greek organIZ31lons on :'l:o' 7 to address the
~ge boards Smcc then. um-

esc

versity officials have contacted the Comer, a USC senior, declined to ing weeks. He said the university last March in which a white student
national
Greek organizations comment o n Nov. I 6.
also is considering requiring stu- performed on stage wearing black
whose members could be identiDe nnis Pmitt, vice president for dents to take a "computer ability body paint. As a result, USC added
fied , notified USC's Office of Student Affairs, said, " It was inap- quiz" that deals with speech, a black adm inistrator to its Office
Student Judicial Programs and propriate. It was bad judgment. It accountability and privacy issues of Greek Life to quell complaints
scmtinized the message boards to doesn't appear to us it was life before they can sign onto the that the department lacked minority
make sure no laws were broken.
threatening. It does appear to us lntemet us ing campus connections. representation.
An unidentified member of that we have work to do with our
While Pruitt said students have
Damien Robbs, vice president of
USC's Kappa Sigma fmtemity has students about being sensitive to reacted
posi tively,
Student USC's chapter of Omega Psi Phi,
been kicked out by the organiza- each other 's feelings."
Governm ent
President Justin said his fraternity has yet to address
tion 's national office, which also
Officials are now are considering Williams, who is black, said the the issue.
will conduct sensitivity training for what to do next. Pruitt said the community has a long way to go.
" We really haven't sat down and
USC's
c hapter
before office of Student Affairs will post
" I know that racism exists at the discussed it," Robbs said "People
Thanksgiving.
an educational piece about respon- University of South Carolina," are upset."
Fraternity Council President Ray sible speech on its website in com- Williams said, citing an incident
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - : - : - - - - : - - : - : - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Chagoya said that that ama te is the said he likes the heavy detail of the pie can play with," Drendel said.
same ty pe o f paperwood used by older images.
The ''from Art to line" exhibit
the Mayans and Aztecs for their
He also said that his wife, cont inues until Dec. 17 at the
books.
Darlene Dome! , writes poetry, Center for Book & Paper Arts, 1104
One Columbia viewer said that a some of which has appeared on S. Wabash Ave., on the second
particular C hagoya lithograph rubberstamp carvings.
floor. The center is open Monday
Continued.from Page 7
stood out for him. Mike Lovely, a
Gaglione hasn't just limited him- through Saturday from 10:00 a.m.
jumor film and v1deo major. said self to rubberstamp designs. He's to 4:00p.m.
" In my work. when I use text. u's that he really liked C hagoya's c reated a stamped art
meaningless." Chagoya sa1d. " II "Family Values."
zinc
called
g1ves it color. but 1t's not real lm" ) liked the colonng o f 1t."' Stampzine. It 's an
ear."
Lovely sa1d. "II has a crayon feel to assembly magazine,
Chagoya also smd that he mcor- it w1th bold. b<L~I c colors."
which means that he
porates Mesoomencan 1mnges. hkc
Near the C hagoya cxh1b1t IS a asks 50 artists to conMayan and i\ztec art, because 1t hallway
displaymg tribute one page of
represents SOCieties whose books Rubberstampland. a selectiOn of stamped art and sub\\ere destro)ed dunng conquests. stamped a rt and rubberstarnp mit 75 copies of the
lie sa1d that h1s1ory IS wnttcn by des1gns by P1casso Gaglione. same page. He then
those who "m wars and IS contcx- Gaglione. who mo' cd from San assembles the 50tuallr fomiCd by conquerors
Franc1sco to C h1cago m 2000. runs page book c reating
lie sa1d that he combmes Stampland. 5033 N. Mozart St . m 75 cop1es without the
Mesoamcncan
'1suals
"1th Ch1cago
need ofhmng a printi\mencan com1c art hkc Superman
Gaghone sa1d that he started er.
and Captam i\mcnca because he usmg mbbcrstamps as nn art form
What 's d1fferent
grew up 111 Me~ ICO and IS the prod- m the late 1960s He created Mml with th1s section 1s
uct of a hybnd of cultures
Art. wh1ch mvolvcs stampmg that VISitors can inter" I gre" up 111 MeAICO "1th D ('
can ·ed. rubber des1gns onto the act with the sta mp art
C'om1cs translat.-d m Spamsh," c~tcnor of envelopes as well as med1um.
Chago)a sa1d
thcu contents
"There Will be a
Chagoya ·s 1111ages and lltho"U>t~1lly our 1mages nrc romanstamp s ta11on with
rubber stamp d isplay is one of many in the
grnphs are pnnted on amatc p;1pcr. t1c. v1ntngc. tum-of-the-century rubber stamps and A
'from art to Zine' exhibit at the Center for
=de from bark found m Me"co
mbbcn.tnmps." Gngllonc sa1d lie stamp pads that peo- Book and Paper Arts, 1104 s. Wabash Ave.
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that you'd need help spotting hers.
Where some people are
desperate to erase their past,
others like to represent. At
the top of their lungs.
Constantl y. My girlfriend
and her roommate, both
from Chicago's South Side,
are prime examples.
"Why are we South Side
as fuck?" one will ask the
other, seemingly at random.
" I don't know, but we are
sooooooo South Side," will
come
the
enthusiastic
response.
"Today. at work, we were
tal ki ng about how South Side
we arc .. .... and on and on
and on- never mind the fact
that they both curre ntly
reside in Wicker Park. They even have
plans for an "ultimate South Side day,"
in which they'll revisit the trashy mall.
diner and ot her hangouts they frequented in high school. They've invited me
along. but something tells me that I
won't share their enthusiasm.
What makes them so proud of their
heritage. which is really no different
than my South Side Detroit roots? Or
Madonna's suburban DetrOit roots. for
that matter?
I know what my g•rlfriend would say:
"Who would be proud to be from
Detroit?"
Even though she has never been to the
Motor C1ty. she's certain that Ch1cago is
a more pride-worthy hometown. She's

Lady Madonna,
South Side at
her feet feet
Last week. Madonna played to an inti mate crowd of about one thousand fans
m a bold elTon to get back to her roots in
... England?
It's weird. because I could have sworn
she was from Michigan. True. she has
adopted a gorgeous fake accent (probably with some coaching from her husband. British film director Guy Ritchie).
but I can see right through that. After all.
it was only last wmter that I found
myself at Ginger 's Alehouse drinkmg
Guinness. watching soccer (but calling 1t
football). listening to The Streets on my
iPod and reading a book by English novelist Nick Hornby. After a few pmts. I
had developed a fake accent of my very
own. so I know how to spot them . Not

.r ~ .

probably right , but it doesn't
explain how nuts she is. After
all, I've never heard anyone proclai m themse lves "North Side as
fuck." It seems to be a South Side phenomenon.

I've tried to convince my girl friend
that Mi chi gan can contend with the
South Side, but no matter how often I
point out the blazing hot Red Wings
(who are 15-3 as of deadline), she won't
shut up about the Sox. I'd buy her a
" Made in Detroit" T-shirt, but she' d onl y
bury it under her "Dirty South" hoodie.
She won 't even acknowledge the fact
that many of her favorite musical acts
(Electric Six, T he Detroit Cobras, and,
yes, Madonna) are from Michigan. Sure
she'll listen to them, but she'll RAVE
about Kanye West every time he mentions the South Side.
Maybe it has more to do with where
you are now- not where you're from.
While my girlfriend still lives less than
an hour from the house she grew up in, I
live in another state entirely. Obviously,
this lends her more opportunities to rant
about her childhood home, as she can
still interact with it. Poor Madonna has
to live in London with her husbandl' m su re she'd be vocally proud of
Michi gan if she still li ved there. By this
time. her Midwestern accent might be as
fake as her English one. but I'm sure her
hometown fans would overlook it.
Personally. I wouldn't even not ice the
difTerence- l'd be too busy reading the
latest gossip on David and Victoria
Bec kham.

.. .
t..i~-. .,,f~ .....

Hotmghts T-sh1rt. \\luch scaled
the deal for me A boy "ho
could dress. and lm cd !WI
b;mdo; and local o;h<m' a.' much
'" I d1d- " h.1t a drc.un come

ual preference.
A male fnend of mu~e put It s1 mply: " I
had hccn with a few gnls but I d1dn 't r.-al1/c ho" good sex could be Willi I was w1th
a m;m

tn1c

.

"hiCh cclebnt 1~ we \\ould
\IC<.'f' \\lth If );I\ ell the ch.llll C
" I don't ktlO\\ about celchnliC' ... Jay o;md " Out th.1t "alter
at Clark·, wa.o; a fo1 "
Yep. the w:uter I wa.' con·
ftL'<Cd MO'ot boys I had hung
oot w11h would not e\ell "'Y a
man had cool shoes let alone
call another rn:m a " fo~ .. At
the t11ne, I only ~11<!"- uf two
openly l(ay peuple. and with
Jay's unhnc 01rtnt10n• I wns utterly baffled.
lie llllked about the wa1ter three tunc.•
be: fore we rc:IChed my dnvcway where l~e
leaned 111 to k1 -. me guudn1ght
" What the hell 1s th" k•d 's tlcul'1" I
thnught I d1dn 't mmd hun tnlkmg about
bc:mg nttra..ted to a man. hut he ~hnwed
more mtc:re<t m the mche wt:k w:nter thun
me I Mill led, tmd g•~xln 11.tht nn<l pmrnptly
Iell
Aller ye.11~ ul <lntln!l nn<l hr.mclun~t 11111
"f rny ~111t h ~uburhnn ne•ghhtu ht~ud, I
1~1h1ed tl~1t li<:AUIIIIIY "" 't Ml ~lcnr "''
1\nd I)Uitc honc~ll y. 11 ~huultln 't hnve tube: .
fly nuw. lay hno hecn <lnhll!_!lllllllllleml
ol mu~e fur year ~. hut he now openly
114h111t• Ill IX: Ill!( hiO<:AIIUI
A• htollll,.cAunllty ~lt•wly phn~~~ 1111<•
the flllllll•tr cllln 'o ~ ~~n~C iiiU o n c•~. II·~
fte~ulnlltfl eU~ICI (well, II ~huultl he hCCIIIII•
IIIII e11.01er) lor IJC<•plc tu cxpenrncnt ~CX U ·
ally nnd 111~ put 11 t.klhntc IItle 1111 thcu •c•

\\'htlc .;om~ JX'\lplc..· prefer tc:!<o1111g out the
"ntcrs. ' o ltl ~pc-..tk. uthcrs have a more
dc:..'\:tdc.."\1 'IC:\\ on htl\\ ~c,u~tht) 1~ deter·
rmncd ~1) roc.lmm.Hc Kntu: ''":.tn. up ~md
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What's in a
name?
l;vc:ryonc:'~ favontc local go•mp rag. the
Rcdl:yc. rc:untly reponed that wellgmomcd men d1d not want tu be e<sllcd
mdtc~uab, and that womc:n wc:re <bpc:ratcly t«kmg a " r()Ugh around the
cdgn" rn;m '• man The art1clc got me
rt.mbng l""h•~h " prom•llly a li,.t for that
papc:r 1 allout "'"uahty, and what a large
roll language play• '" dclimng 11
llr>JIC'Itly, •Nhat do gay, lcob•an. b1, ~tr:ugh t
and tramgenUc:rcd mean anymme7 Sure. a
rl"1"'""ry can dclinc them !,ut tliat <~>e~
n •t U1Ctsn we c:m
i\fter mu11th• ''' lhrt111g v1a the Internet.
l llc:<:ulal llr 1g1 1111 " date With a " f11end '''
'' fncnd:· lay, wfl11111 I h:u.l y.mwn accu"'
''"J'IC(f to '"""W.h '"" '""ll dli•t• tmhnc lie
rrn-kcd me up '""' we hc:uk:d tn ( lark '• lm
>;JiriC ,,~I{) l:>clfllc we went '" a IIJI.:JI rnmk
<l~rW, wh" '' wa• [!Ietty """ h weekend Ill•
01:11 ftJI IIIC lll the IIINC
l~y w~• a ltwoke r f)l e\CI JCllll\, l ~llk
'""wn lupotcr h,,, ar~ l u hl:u..k 'inhmn

We had a !!1<'.11 lllj!hl and
chancd on the ".1\ home ..1txmt

'he h.~ tl('\ cr dc:r.trcd ,, man and
th.1t the thought of hctcnx<e"~~l S<'\ d•s·
):\L''' her
"Yuu hctcros nrc fu~kmg Sick." Knt1e
tell~ my ht>yfru:ml nnd I d:uly. " I love the

<.hl\\ n that

pl~<s

Knt1e also s:ud thnt she hns known that
'he " loved the pll.,_,.. smce she wns 8 yeurs
uld nnd hns never tncd on n rnnn fur s1zc.
" I never wuntl:d to," she smd. "Wh)•
buthc:r''"
Well. sume people 1!0 bother.
Fxperunenung 1~ n norm these duys
(wh1ch 11 hns niJ!unbly nlwnys hccnl and
"Don't ~nock 11 't1l you've tnc't.l 11" IS n
nmntru my rnnntm. at le•L•t
A s tunes ~h11n11c (nml hupefully
pn•l(rcss). M) <.k• people nnd so~ml nonn.<.
Whu knuws 111 I00 yc""· gentler Inbc: Is
nmy not ex1st. nml we mny h11vc wumen
lenvml! then men h•r nthcr wumc:n, I!IIYS
111 11 tn-rc:lnlllln' lnp w1th 11 n11m nnd a
wu11111n 11ml tw•• hul'l'•l> · nmrtlcd tmns.,~x ·
unl"'

riiiMU!t

n lnmd '' ' hmr

llc:cnu~c.

1c:ll ll , , , ,,·~ ··~~·cpt11tlle ft•r my
Cnt/ y II~' ht f!<l 111111 tiC! I 111111 1111\'C: kill~.
why •h\HIIdn'l II ICSjl<lll\lhlc tnllt' \llliiJIIC
he 11hlc 111'1
I'll hll\c 111 1"~ 1\h !lush nl1<>11t thllll•nc.
t Jnt tl thw. 1'\I'Ctllll<llt t~11lc:l ) nml try t\>
~cc:p 1111 1•pcn n11111l 1\llr < nil, whn lilt' we

'" '""!!<''

~ !~:!! ..~~"~ ~~~~"''~-~~~ ~
Todd Burbo - tburbo@chronlclemoll.com - (312) 344-8969
Hunter Clauss - hclouss@chronlclemoll.com - (312) 344·8970
Tiffany Breyne - tbreyne@Chronlclemoll.com • (312) 344·8971
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It's o
wonderful life
Local author Alfonso Mangione releases
debut novel on real life experiences in
Chicago
By Amanda Maurer/Staff Writer
Handling a crowd of fans with ease,
local author Alfonso Mangione looked
like an old pro as he celebrated the release
of his first novel, Pol/ersville.
In the midst of a Saturday night crowd
at Gourmand Coffee and Teas, 728 S.
Dearborn St., Mangione, his agent, a few
of the books "characters" and friends
enjoyed themselves as fan s came up and
bought copies of the novel.
Mangione said he held the book release
at Gourmand because he wrote most of the
novel at the coffee shop. Many times he
would order two or three large soy cafe
mochas just so he had enough energy to
continue writing, he said.
Known only to his fans by the pen name
Alfonso Mangione, the twenty-something-year-old believes it reminds him
that "it's about the book." It also he lps to
protect his friends, some of whom were
used as characters in the novel , he said.
One of Mangione's frien ds, Monica
Westbrooks, w ho is represented in
Pollersville as Karen Daniels, came to
celebrate the novel's release.
"I only found out I was in [Pottersville]
when I was invited out ton ig ht,"
Westbrooks said.
Westbrooks said that she's excited to
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read the book and is intrigued that
Mangione chose her fo r a character.
Al th ough Po ttersville is Mangione's
first novel, he is no stranger to literature.
He graduated from U.S. Military
Academy and Columbia University's
Graduate School of Journalism and decided to go into writing. When he couldn't
find a job as a journalist, he decided to
apply the lessons he had learned to other
written works, including Pollersville.
Among those lessons, Mangione discovered that stories aren't difficult to find .
To bring the 400-plus page novel to life,
he realized he " really [had] to be detail
oriented and concentrate o n quick , little
observations.''
Mang ione has also written prose and
poetry. He sees this book as a way of making sense of hi s life because "the world is
not a story book; it is what it is."
The novel focuses on the protagonist,
who discovers that his best friend has
been thinking about committing su icide.
The novel, based in Chicago, includes
many spec ific references to locations
throughout the South Loop and Chicago,
including State Street, Wabash Avenue,
the el and Blackies, a local bar.
Pollersville is Mangione's version of "a

l(tlli1!1:!t.I!IIM!I@II

The front cover to 'Pottersville,' Alfonso Mangione's debut novel, released Nov.
12 at Gourmand Coffee and Teas, 728 S. Dearborn St., where he wrote the
majority of the book.
modern-day, unsentimental, comedic It s a beginning to write Pollersville, and three
Wondetful Life."
years later Harewood became one of the
" I really felt that events that inspi red novel's first readers.
"You can hear the [characters'] voices,"
this [novel] touched on some very important themes," Mangione said. He said he Harewood said. He commented on the
wrote about the "fast living and bad luck" novel's structure and character developthat he saw in his friends' li ves as well as ment and said that although Pottersville
occasionally veers, it pulls the character
his own.
Mangione didn't base the narrator on back in.
Mangio ne is currently working on his
himse lf, but rather who he could have
been if fa ced with different life circum- second novel, Rhinoceros Skin.
'Pottersville '
is
available
at
stances.
The novel took two years to write and Sandmeyer s Bookstore, 714 S. Dearborn
another year to edit, Mangione said . St., and online at Amazon.com and
David Harewood, a senior theater major at Lulu. com.
Columbia , met Mangione when he was

INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO BE THE FIRST TO SEE THE TERRIFYING
NEW THRILLER FROM THE DIRECTOR OF ..CABIN FEVER..
Internationally renowned filmmaker Quentin Tarantino presents Eli Roth's HOSTEL,
the follow-up to the write r-director's hit debut, 2002's CABIN FEVER. More grisly than
Roth's feature bow, HOSTEL is a mixture of many of the most terrifying things about
human nature and the world at large, culled from many impossible-but-true stories of
human trafficking, international organized crime, and sex tourism. Relentlessly graphic
and deeply disturbing, the film is sure to shock even the most hard core genre fa ns.
HOSTEL te lls the story of two adventurous American college buddies Paxton and Josh
who backpack through Europe eager to make quintessentially hazy travel memories with
new friend Oli, an Icelander they've met along the way.
Paxton and Josh are eventually lured by a fellow traveler to what's described as a
nirvana for American backpackers - a particular hos tel in an out-of-the-way Slovakian
town stocked with Eastern European women as desperate as they are gorgeous. The
two friends arrive and soon easily pair off with exotic beauties Natalya and Svetlana.
In fact, too easily ...
Initially distracted by the good time they're havin9. the two Americans quickly find
themselves trapped in an increasingly siniste r situa tio,, that they will discover is as wide
and as deep as the darkest, sickest recess of human nature itself - if they survive.

Monday, November 28TH at 7:00PM
You're invited to join us lor a Q&A with '110STB." w!'iter/director Bi Roth
and actress Barbara NedeUakova immediately following
the screening in the theatre auditorium.
Pick up your complimentary (admit two) pass TODAY at

COLUMBIA (HRONICLI

33 E. Congress • Suite 224 • Chicago

One pass per person. While supplies last. No purchase necessary.
.
Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies, and those who have rece1ved
a pass within the last 90 days a re not el1g1ble.

HOSTR OPENS IN THEATRES NATIONWIDE JANUARY 13TH!
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sense of community and deep-rooted history behind
blues music. Not long ago, residents in Chicago's
Bronzeville neighborhood were enjoying late nights of
community gatherings and magnificent blues from legends such as Muddy Waters, Buddy Guy, Eric Clapton
and others at Checkerboard Lounge. 423 E. 43rd St.
Aside from the music and the people. Checkerboard
was also known for its bad plumbing, leaking roof and
a landlord who was reluctant to fix the troubles that
come with an aging building. Despite these issues, the
Bronzeville community saw the Checkerboard as the
sparlding diamond of the neighborhood. Yet in 2003,
owner L.C. Thurman shut down the lounge with a
heavy heart after the roof fell in and inspectors found
numerous problems throughout the building.
Now. two years later. the lounge is reopened.
relocated and mixing it up in Hyde Park under a new
name-the Checkerboard Lounge for Blues and Jazz.
As of its grand reopening No,·. I . the newest addition
to the Hyde Park community brings residents historical
blues and Jazz music for the first ttme in 25 years
Chicago has long been known for us pan m
blues culture. and though many clubs arc sttll scattered
across the cuy- mcluding Buddy Guy's Legend> m
the outh Loop-high c~pectat1on' arc set for the
Checkerboard Lounge. not only b~ the blue; and pu
communi!~ but b~ the Hvde Park "< commumt~ a' \\CII

Thunnan ongmally opened up the Checkerboard wuh
Buddy Guy m the early "70,. addmg another 'enue to
Ch1cago dunng the boommg blues era. l::ventually Guy
moved on to other venture,, lea' mg Thurm;m w1th the
Checkerboard.
Aller the lounge\ ciO\m~. Thurman vacationed. rested up and eventually committed h1mo;clf to
reopemng the lounge Thurman !klld Guy ga' e h1m a
p1cce o f adv1ce that he took to heart when opcnmg up
the new Checkerboard.
"[Guy] 'k!id you have to move where the people\ at."' Thurman said. "So he moved downtown on
Wabash and got rich. Ninety-five percent of my cus-

tomers were from Hyde Park and came to 43rd Street,
so then I said, 'Well, I'll move it where they at.'
Instead of them coming to see me, I'm coming to see
them. So that's where I'm at."
Guy's advice wasn't the only motive to move
the club to Hyde Park- the University of Chicago and
the Committee to Restore Jazz in Hyde Park are
depending on Checkerboard to add some culture and
nightlife to the community. With an ope;J space for the
Checkerboard to fill at 520 I S. Harper Court, Hyde
Park is getting the facelift residents feel it so badly
needs.
The new location, formerly a Woman's
Workout World, is being leased by the University of
Chicago, according to Michelle Olson, assistant director of community and government affairs at the school.
Thurman, who also lives in Hyde Park, said the residential location suits patrons because they can simply
walk to the club to hear jazz or blues.
James Wagner, chair of the Committee to
Restore Jazz in Hyde Park, sees this as a first step in
his goal to bring back a big piece of the community's
history. Wagner said that in the ' 40s and ' 50s Hyde
Park and Woodlawn were the center of jazz not only
for Chicago. but for the Midwest. As a jazz enthusiast.
Wagner worked with Thurman to squeeze in two
nights of jazz per week at the new Checkerboard hopmg residents will express enough interest that eventually more of his favonte mus1c will be added to the
weekly lineup.
Accordmg to \Vagncr. 11 was the Un1vcrsity of
Ch1cago that ended the ]31./ rage m llyde Park and
Woodlawn a, pan of lh urban renc\\al
r ..urban
rcmm al:· a> Wagner 'a1d h11mdf and other> called 11

happened.' There was nothing but jazz everywhere you
went. It was absolutely wonderful."
Aside from the tradition the Checkerboard's
reopening is bringing back, Hyde Park nightlife will
also benefit. Bob Mason, executive director for the
53rd Street Tax Incremented Financing, said the club is
an opportunity to offer nighttime entertainment and
culture for locals. TlF is a program Chicago uses to
help fund developing communities to boost economies.
"For many years people have [said] there's no
nightlife in Hyde Park, and there is very little, actually," Mason said. ''The neighborhood residents, and
especially the students, leave the neighborhood in the
evening and go to [other] places, especially on the
North Side-they want to experience music like jazz
and blues. We're just happy that they're moving in

m the '50<. Urban rene" al m llyde Park wns a contro·
nsc.
but the black population to decrease. Thnt factor plus
the decline of Woodlawn·, economy caused the death
of the Jill./ era The Checkerboard wa> a rare club that
opened after the fact and rcmamcd >ll\:ccssful for many
year'
..[Tho'e thmgs I brought to u close the wonderful miL\Ic and nch trnd1t1on of Jau. with u musical
and mtermctnl '1tnhty that had drive for decades in
ll yde I'ark ... Wagner smd . ..As one of the old timers
had lklld. ' Hyde l'ark and Woodlawn 1s where it all

the locatiOn. and with Thurman. They worked out
license and location issues. and they wrote up a letter
of intent to reopen the Checkerboard. Despite their
ctlorts. the University of Chicago offered Thurman a
grcm deal on the new location that he couldn't pass up,
and that was impossible for Bronzevillc to match. Loyd
smd that he and other group members. along with tbe
community. wen:n 't happy \vith the final decision .
.. We were very disappointl-rl." Loyd said.
..From a financial perspective it was an offer that was
virtually impossible to beat. From a neighborhood perspective. if you will. it was a terrible offer bel:ause it

vc~ 1 al .,~uc that caused th<.- avcrng~ mcomc to

here."

Yet the new location doesn't suit everyone.
Friends of the Checkerboard Lounge, a Bronzeville
group lobbying against the club's move to Hyde Park,
started about two and half years ago while the original
was still open, hoping to stop the club from being shut
down after Thurman sent out a public plea for community support to help save it. Bernard Loyd, a visitor to
the original Checkerboard and member of the group,
said that to them there is only one Checkerboard
Lounge--and it's not the new one. The group protested
the reopening in Hyde Park because they wanted to
keep the tradition and history of Checkerboard in their
town. but to little effect.
Loyd said the group spent its time coming up
with business plans to open up the new Checkerboard
in Bronzcville. He said it worked with the original
location's landlord. Murphy Hughes, who agreed to ftx

Movie version tones down themes,
doesn't satisfy RentHeads'
1

By Jessica Pearce/Assistant Campus News Editor
"Renl... the Broadway musical.
has lx'<!n beloved by f:ms since its
1996 debut. Dubbed a cultural phenomenon. the play sp.~\\~ted socalled "Rent Heads... fans who
boa.<ted of seeing the play dozens
of ttmes. These funs have also been
hotly anticipating the movie verSIOn. wh1ch will open in theaters

:--:o, . 23.

The play. written and directed by
Jonathan Larson. who died of an
aontc aneurvsm the night before tt
opened. IS - based o; G 1acomo
Puccm1's opera "La Boheme." It
ntO\ es the selltnl! from Paris to
:--:ew York near th~ end of the mlllenntum. and the characters deal
'"th modem-day 1ssues like AID
and drug abuse.
Though the mo\1e is faithful to
the play. tt 's a mixed bag for fans.
Director Chn s Columbus. best
kn0 \\11 for Home Alonl' and the first
t" o Horn Poucr mo\ 1es. plays the
film too safe.
The mo\le boa,ts all but two of
the ongmal Broad"a) ca.st members of "Rent.'' and they're all
excellent m thetr roles The characters are true enough to hfe that they
translate "ell from the stage to the
screen. Characters hke Angel. a gay
drag queen v. ho has AIDS. are
dehberately exaggerated and retam
the1r chann through the trans1t1on
Some parts defimtely don't work.

though. Some of the dialogue was
taken directly from song lyrics and
although the words worked great in
the songs, they come off stilted and
forced when spoken. The movie
also omits pans of songs and
changes the order in which others
are sung. Some of the details of the
story have c hanged. which seemed
unnecessary and cou ld irritate longtime fans of the play. In a flashback.
for instance. Roger discovers that
his girlfriend has AIDS by reading
the test results over her shoulder. In
the play. he finds out by reading a
note she leaves before cutting her
wrists. This om1ssion is imponant
b<.>eause it explams Roger's difficulty in trusting M1m1. h1s new love
mterest.
The movie also unnecessarily
changes tbe dates of several events
throughout the play. While the play
lea,·es the date somewhat vague.
the mov1e dates Itself by scning the
story m !989. wh1ch takes away
some of the 1mmed1acy of the
1ssues characters m the mo' 1e deal
wtth.
Another problem 1s the way
Columbus treats the gay characters
m the mO\ 1e In the play. the rclat10nsh1ps bemecn the gay couples.
Angel and Collms and Maurccn
and Joarmc. are ponrayed the same
as heterosexual fo, crs Roger and
M1m1 The mov1e IS more con.«:rva-

tive, however. While the lesbians
get plenty of time to romp and
make out on camera, Angel and
Collins have to make do with one
measly kiss. Tite rest of the time
they could be roommates, only
hugging and staying closely in each
other's company.
Considering that one of the reasons the play has been so revered
by audiences is because of t!te
touching and realistic way Larson
treated all his couples. leaving th1s
out seem s particularly aggravating.
Despite these flaws. some thmgs
work well in the movie. Some of
the songs benefit from bemg sung
on location. When Mim1 smgs "Out
Tonight" in the strip club where she
works. it definitely helps the mood
to sec the cage dancers and the sahvating men surrounding the stage.
When Roger moves temporarily to
ew Mexico, the bright colors and
empty landscape illustrate the tranSition from ew Yo rk City.
Colu mbus's main problem
seem s to be that he can't dec1dc
1f he wants to make a mov1e o r a
mus1cal. not taktng mto conside ration that the two arc not nee~
cssanly mutually exclusl\c. The
mov1c fl1p-Oops between the two
genres. at ttmes feeltng almost
O\ erly fa1thful to the play, and
other tunes gomg m a completely d1ffercnt dtrectton

Rosario Dawson sings on stairs and plays S&M dancer Mimi
Marquez in 'Rent.'
cals manage to seamlessly integrate
singing with dialogue, so the transition is almost unnotieable. This
movie does not accomplish that. It's
irritating when the cast stans randomly singing, seemingly apropos
of nothing. The songs aren't always
well integrated into the dialogue,
g1vmg the feeling that Columbus
only added them out of a feeling of
necessity. This would be less
annoymg if he had at least felt obligated to have the cast sing all of the
included songs. instead of cutting
out parts that conflicted with the
changes he made to the story.
Wh1lc th1s mov1e has a built-in
aud1ence of "RentHeads," it is
unltkcly to draw any new fans.
C ons1denng that fans have already
wa1ted almost I 0 years to see Rent
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Dream

Come True.

on the big screen and have been
d isappointed to discover that directors like Spike Lee (who might
have added the grit necessary for
end of the century New York) and
Baz Luhrmann (who did a wonderful job directing the modem musical Moulin Rouge) passed the project up, they might have gotten more
than a conflicted mess with a director who seems to lack the ability to
make an adult movie.

Rent
(PG-13)
Directed by Chris
Columbus
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'Beavis and Butthead: The Mike Judge Collection-Volume 7' brings back
ridiculous and crude humor, lacks nostalgic touch
By Cyryl Jakubowski/Staff Writer

T

here is someth ing to be sai d
about a culture that enjoyed two
crude, horny, cackling and idiotic
bungholes as the voice o f a generation that grew up watch ing MTV.
As dumb as Beavis and Butt-Head were,
American culture accepted them as the
generation's favorite music critics. This
must have been spawned by the idea that
for every good music video, there was a
plethora of filth and garbage that was
force-fed to us- and we didn't like it.
Beavis and Butt-Head said what was on
our minds: "This sucks" and "This rocks."
The 1990s embraced the duo wholeheartedly. From mainstream movies ,
videogames, music compilations, posters
and fi gurines, creator Mike Judge gave us
what we craved and were willing to shell
out money for. Suddenly, kids were calling
each other fartknockers, bungholes and
butt dumplings; they talked o f spanking
the monkey and became obsessed with
heavy metal music.
But even though the days of Beavis and
Butt-Head are over, Judge is not done
milking the cash cow. For the three-disc
DVD set Beavis and Butt-Head: The Mike
Judge Collection-Volume / , Judge handpicked 40 cartoons and II music videos
with classic Beavis and Butt-Head commentary, fo rever immortalizing thei r stupidity.
Shelling out 30 bucks fo r a collection of
cartoons that s howcase s uch idiocy may be

appealing to some, but to many it won't be
worth it. Somehow the novelty factor has
worn off Beavis and Butt-Head. Those
who missed the characters' original rampage of stupidity can find some comfort in
knowing that they are just as ridiculous
now as they were in the 90s.
This isn't to say that the Mike Judge
Collection is worthless. It has its magic
moments, especially when the nostalgic
trek through the world of Beavis and ButtHead reminds us why we watched it in the
first place. Disc I contains 20 cartoons.
many of them director 's cuts that show the
boys setting their neighbor's house on fire,
getting bit by a rabid dog. s pinning in the
dryer to get a buzz or trying to get their
own 900 number. Wh ile their fart jokes,
obsession with hot girls and tendency to
break things may not be appealing to the
world of intelligentsia that crawls around
campus th ese days, but there are bound to
be a few people who still get their kicks
from cheesy, vi le humor.
One thing fans of the original series will
notice missing is the banjo-fueled disclaimer warning viewers not to try this at
home.
In a way, Beavis and Bull-Head served
as a blueprint for the variety of stupid
shows that would later follow. It wou ldn't
be a stretch to compare the stupid ity of
Beavis and Bull-Head to the stupidity of
Ja ckass. Only in Jackass the g uys weren't
cartoons, but rather seriously di sturbed

males hiding under the guise of professionals- they probably grew up o n Beavis
and Butt-Head, actually.
The set is accompanied by a thank-you
note from Judge explaining his reason for
releasing this collection.
" I've often said that there's about a third
o f Beavis and Bull-Head that I think is
great, and I'm really proud of, another
third that is okay, and then another third
that's really reall y awful and embarrassing," it reads.
The second disc contains another 20
episodes, which is where the set shines.
!'ami liar cha racters, like the alcoholic and
shaky Principal McVicker, the always cynical Daria, hippy Mr. Van Driessen, Todd
and. of cou rse, The Great Cornholio arc all
there. It 's a delight to watch som~ of these
episodes, especially Generation in Crisis,
which deals with an art student making a
documentary about the boys, .
Disc three has II music videos from
bands including Pantera, Beastie Boys.
Korn, Wilco, Matthew Sweet and others. It
also has a variety o f features including
retro-MTV fare such as a Thanksgiving
s pecial with Kurt Loder and various
appearances on the MTV Video Music
Awards.
Disc three's greatest asset is a featurette,
"Taint of Greatness: The Journey of Beavis
and Butt-Head, Part I," that has an interview with Mike Judge in which he talks
about the genesis of the various characters

that populate the world of " Beavis and
Butt-Head."
It is unders tandable why a majority of
music videos don't intertwine with the cartoon~ on the discs. It would be a daunting
task to secure the rights to the music
videos that the boys trashed during their
show over the years. The bands that did
make it into the set were obviously good
sports about it.
But it's a shame that more videos aren ' t
included. It was the videos and the improvised commentary by Judge that made the
show popular. It wasn't that Beavis and
Butt head were stupid for the sake of being
stupid; they served as the commentary for
the uneducated youth in this country.
Without most o f the videos in t~ rwoven
with the cartoons , the appeal of the show
fall s apart.
Butt-Head put it best when he said:
"This sucks. What a rip-ofT."

Beavis and Buffhead:
The Mike Judge CollectionVolume 1

.....
The creator himself, Mike Judge, he lps brings back the barely-missed duo of Beavis and Bullhead with a DVD collection tha t highlights the epitome of gross boys everywhere.
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Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds
Classified Advertising
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received
by 5p.m. onthe Thursday prior to the
publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges S0.25
per word with a$5 minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paidinfull prior
to publication. All ads will be published
in the order of purchasing date

Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com

IMMIGRATION LAWYER Famtly Based
Visa. Employment Visa, Studen: Visa.
Ftance Visa H-1B. Adjustment of Status.
Green Card, Ctbzenshtp, Otverslly Lottery,
Removal, Asylum CALL ATIORNEY
MARTHA J WHITE (312) 922-0070

a

to the nines
foshion@co lumbio

• • #1 Spring Break Website! Low prices guaranteed. Free Meals & Free Drinks. Book 11 peo·
pie, get 12th trip free! Group Discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or www.leisuretours.com or 800-838-8202.
Vintage charm meets 20th Century convenience. One and three bedroom apartments avail·
able, ranging from $800 to $1800/mo. New
kitchens and baths in most. Pets okay! Parking
available. Walking distance to Jewel. public
transportation, city colleges. Museum Campus
and Lake. Call Susan at 312.804.1371.
$550.00 2BR, ORIGINAL OAK FLOORING,
LAUNDRY ROOM, CEILING FANS, BACK
YARD/GARAGE. CLEAN, QUIT. SAFE. 20 MIN.
TO DOWNTOWN ON METRA. CALL 312/961·
6881

Columbia radio
major
Nusi
Miskdeen spo rts a
fetching pair of
bo ots and a faux
fur coat, both of
which she purchased
at
Charlotte Russe.
Miskdeen expands
her refined sense of
style by also shorping at Forever 2 .
When
asked
where she got her
adorable
little
purse, she said w ith
a smile, "My mom
gave it to me."

Valet Parking Attendant· Great Pay and Flextble
Hours. Wori< tn Fun atmospheres, nightclubs,
restaurants, and hotels. Full and Part time
hours 8d7-670-0871
Astan females wanted for bocy painting proJect.
Please call AJ 773.619 4102
If you are a team player looktng to make great
money and have fun . Lucky Stnke Lanes IS
looktng for you We are currenUy taking applica·
bons for all postbons tnduding bartenders,
servers hostlhostesses and food runners
lrterested' Please apply at 322 E. Illinois St
bell\een the hours of 11am and 4pm, Monday
through Fnday.

l')oR..._OSCO~E.S
f>g~ida

Out of My Head
by Scotty carlson
I'M PRETTY SURE I HAVf EVfRY
n!ING: VPS TRACKER. NIGHT
VISION GOGGL.ES, INSUL.A'TED
SOCI<S, RUNNING SHOES ...n!E
MOPED'S EVEN GASSED UP JUST
IN CASE IT TURNS INTO A CHASE.

Dorr

Aries {I\larch 2 1 April 20): You will make up one-third of a heated debate
today on whtch is the best word: Vomit, Ralph or Puke.

~ T.mnL< (Apnl 21

- May 2 1): One time you stuck your finger in a light socket
~ when you were young and tt affects your brain waves to this day. Your mom
told me thts, and I thought you might like to know.
Gem tnt (May 22 - June 2 1): Don't giv~ up on your dream to become the best
flea ctrcus manager there ever was. even after one of your family members
sneezes mto the fleas this week. slaying them all. Oh come on- th.:y "eren 't
dotng anything, anyway.

~ Cancer (June 22 - July 23): People are pretty stck of your complaining. ~utI
~

thtnk it's funny. The best comedy writers couldn't e'en ur~am up the wetrd
stuff thnt happens to you thts week, however embarrassing or awkward.

~ Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): Though I would say you nrc the upple of my eye, I

~ don't renlly understand what that phrusc means. I also don' t get "cute as a butf'i~ ton." But I digress.

~ Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): Wait a minut

~

you're not n virgin!

Ltbnt (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): Your cuticks look nice today, but no one will

~nOIICC.

Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): l have bestowed binhdtty wishes on no less than
5,000 of you this week. Jesus •O<I. how mnny of you are there? It's freaking
me out!

tiJ!t\ Su!;ittarius (Nov. 23

D<'C. 2 1): People lind your name di llkult to spell. Eh.

~ what nrc yuu gonnn du'/

Cnpricorn (Dec. 22 Jnn. 20): It doesn' t rcully nmttcr tlmt ou '""'~. bom ncur
ChristnlltS Dny; yuu nrc NOT 11 gil\ Ill the wurld. Ami comb your hut )' Oil
luok unkempt.

®

Aqutllllts (Jn11. 2 1 Feb. 111): 111 nn cllo n to show our tlmnktltlncss this . .
TIHmk sgivtllg, Y
''" plnu to hring n htHIICIIIIIII<· pi~ to your t\unil for the btg l111~·
ncr. In nnnh11ost cnsmicnlly hilnriuns turn of events. however. it will fly out of
your hnntl~ hcfin·c y11u get hi Union Stnti11n nml ll11p i11to the hicugo River.

~ l'tsccs (Fch. 20 Mnr. 20): ('luc 116: Your cntsh does n't til..e squAsh, but her
~ mum tlunk~ s he <lues nmf su she nlwnys mnkcs it fur ThunkHIIivh\M llltll\\11',

ll11n 't HV I1H lin tl111t.
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[C]SPACES...
YOUR SPACES
HAPPENING THIS WEEK,... NOVEMBER 14-18
Gv..rren..t 'Ex~i~itior\5

GoVV\.i~ Soon.!

HOKIN GALLERY

HOKIN ANNEX

623 S WABASH AVENUE
HOURS: 9 AM- 7 PM MONDAY - THURSDAY AND 9 AM - 5 PM ON FRIDAY

623 S WABASH AVENUE
HOURS: 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY - THURSDAY AND 9 AM - 5 PM ON FRIDAY

Word : Celebrating the Union of type, image and
writing

Between the Sheets: Exploring Sex and Pornography
Th rough Artists ' Book and Beyond.

Curated by Jonathan Gitelson

Curated by Visual Arts Curatorial Management. Tricia Van Eck,
Faculty.

November 14 - December 14, 2005
Word is an exhibition based around type an d the visual symbol of the
letterform. The show represents a unique co llaboration between four
classes from t he Art & Design and Poetry departm ents in Columb ia College
Ch icago. The work uses i llustration, typeset poetry (printed ) on walls , and
books to honor the written word.
Reading: Wednesday, November 30, 5:30pm
Columbia College Poetry graduate students read from their work displayed
in the exhibition.

HOKIN ANNEX
623 S WABASH AVENUE
HOURS: 9 AM- 7 PM MONDAY- THURSDAY AND 9 AM- 5 PM ON FRIDAY

Columbia Florence
October 17 - November 23

December 14, 2005 - January 6, 2006
Reception Wedn esday, December 14, 2005 5pm - 7pm
Between the Sheets is an exh ibition inspired by a selection of Columb ia
College's collection of Art ists ' Books which explore the societa l ideals of sex
and pornography and include provocative works by Claire Rojas, Cheonae
Kim, and Ca rolee Schneeman.

C33 GALLERY
33 E Congress Avenue
HOURS: 9 AM- 7 PM MONDAY- THURSDAY AND 9 AM- 5 PM ON FRIDAY

Visualogue
Exhibited artist from the Interdisciplinary Arts Department
Visual Environments cl ass. Curated by Melissa Jay Craig,
Faculty.
December 8, 2005- January 27, 2006
Reception Th ursday, December 8 , 2005 5pm - 8pm

This summer Columbia College Chicago students traveled to Florence, Italy
with the Columbia Arts/ Fl orence Summer Program. The work on view in
Columbia Flo rence: The Derive en Film was prod uced during this summer
of inten sive st udy where students col la borated on photography, video and
collage.

Visualogue is an exhi bition of installation works created by beginning MFA
in Book and Paper artists in the Interdisci plinary Arts Depa rtment's Visual
Environments class. Artists are Joseph Lappie , Liz Wolf, Tinam eri Turner,
Drew Luan Matott, Karol Shewmaker, Erin Cramer, Hyejin Oh, Bra ndon
Graham, Kirsten Derner, Loni Diep, and Stephen DeSantis.

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY
1104 S WABASH AVENUE
HOURS: 10 AM · 5 PM TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AN D FRIDAY AND
10 AM · 7 PM ON MONDAY AND THURSDAY

Gru\ tor Work!
Between the Sheets:
Exploring Sex and
Pornography Through Artists ' Book and Beyond.

The Wall and the Page
Drawings and installation by Amy Rathbone and Brad
Brown
November 10- December 16, 2005
Glass Curtain Gallery is deli ghted to bnn g together the intnguing work
of two master visual and conceptual artists.
Amy Rathbone combi nes installation and works on paper. She uses
familiar objects-wi re, steel wool, sa ndbags, gouach e a nd graphite-to
explore line , extremes in scale, and 2D versus 3D space. Rathbone
insinuates these materials into th e walls, columns, an d corners of th e
gallery in a playful challenge to our everyday relationship with interior
space.
Since 1987 Brad Brown has been marking, tear ing, ta p1ng, pasting,
stepping and spilling on his drawings on paper, a ll the while amassing
t ho usands of pieces in a body of work he calls " The Look Stains.·
These works o n paper-combin ing pa inting, print ing and drawing-are
the accumulations of Brown 's exp lo rati on into process, time, chance,
marking and the refusa l of closure.

c

GLASS
curtain

GALLERY

Columbia College Chicago's [C]Spaces seeks
artwork for an exhibition showing December
14-January 6.
The exhibit questions how one legitimizes sex
and pornography In art, what Is acceptable,
what Is controversial and why. All mediums are
welcomed.
Please

email

digital

Images

ASAP

to

sexbetweenthesheets@~majl.com

Deadline is November 28

C33
GA LLER

v

HOKIN
c e N r e R con"fecp'
ce

SPACES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
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Branding remains tradition in college fraternities
By Aline Mendelson
The Orlando Sentinel (KRT)
As his fraternit y brothers heated a wire hanger shaped in the
fonn of a Greek letter. Matthew
Mitchell felt sick to his stomach.
For about I 0 seconds. as the
metal touched his skin. Mitchell
gripped a fraternity brother 's
ann. It was the worst pain he had
ever endured. But he chose to
feel this pain. and later he was
glad that he had.
- Mitchell. a Phi Beta Sigma
member at Florida A&M
University. was going through a
ritual known as branding. a burning of the skin that results in a
scar.
A graduate of Oak Ridge High
School in Orlando. Fla .. Mitchell
had considered being branded for
three years before going through
with it.
Ultimately. he says. he wanted
a physical represen tation of his
bond with his fratenuty- a symbol that would be with him forever. So he dectdcd that II would
be only tittmg to have the letter
Sigma branded on his left upper
ann. close to his heart.
''I'm gomg to be a Stgma for
hfe. unttl the da) I d1e ." sa1d
:0.1 itchell. 23.
Branding has long been a form
of body art. and m the past century 11 has emerged as a tradmon
among some black fraternity and
soronty members. Some Greek
orgamzatlons ha' e pohc1cs bannmg the practice. others do n't
proh1b11 II , but don 't condone 11.
either.
Fratern1t ) brot her' ~a) 11
comes do" n to an tndl\ 1dual

cho ice of expression.
"It's just like a tattoo," said
Aaron Brown, 23, Mitchell 's fraternity brother at FAMU . " It
marks a time and a life, a milc~t one in your life and a commitment to the organization."
The practice of branding dates
back thousands o f years, said
Sandra Mizumoto Posey, a folklorist and professor at Califo rnia
State Polytechnic Un iversity
who, has researched the subject.
Branding is most commonly
associated with slaves and cattle.
But secret societies and religious
orders. such as those in ancient
Greece. also used brands
throughout history to mark followers. Posey said.
As for the college G reek system. the earliest recorded incident dates back to 1931. but
because o f the secretive nature of
fraternities and sorori ties. it is
difficult to determine an exact
timeline. Posey said.
Although the practice is predominately associated with black
fratermties. there are exceptions .
President George W. Bus h is
rumored to be branded wtth a
s ymbol o f his Yale fraterni ty.
Delta Kappa Epsilon.
o mc be he' c that the ntual
\\35 msp1red by Afncan scanticatlon tradtttons. And wht!e
brandmg does have t1cs to s lavery. fraternity men with brands
d1s m1ss that connotation
It's hard to detcnnmc nactly
ho" man) black fraternlt) members ha ve brands. but R1cky L
Jones. a Unl\ crs1ty of LouiSVIlle
professor and autho r of IJicJCk

1/a:e Violence•, Sacr~fic·c·. mul
Manhood in Black Grt'ek-f.cllc•r

Fraternities, estimates that more
than half do.
"It's one of the most prominent
and personal ways you can adopt
something into your ident ity,"
Posey said. "You are physically
changi ng the s hape of who you
are.''
Members acquire brands for a
number of reasons.
" It 's an indication: I am a
member, I' m pro ud of that fact,"'
said Tamara L. Brown, editor o f
African American Fraternities
and Sororities: Tire Legacy and
tire Vision, a book that features

Edwin Rodriguez, a University of Central Florida student
Posey 's research on branding.
Brands often appear in discreet and member of the Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, shows off his
brand outside the Student Union in Orlando, Fla.
places such as the chest or the
left upper ann . But when they
No treatment can completely sear h is flesh with a hot iron?"
are visible. bearers often dis play erase a brand, Spencer said.
Fraternity brothers counter
them with p ride. Posey points
And in doing so , there's a risk that the brand reflects loyalty to
out that on the cover o f the s po rts of infection and keloids, puffy their organizations.
When Brian Jenkins first
book Rebound: Tire Odyssey of scars that are a particular risk for
Miclrael Jordan, Jordan appears African- Americans,
Spencer arrived at the University of
shirtless. s howing off h is Omega said.
Central Florida, he viewed frabrand.
In fraternities, a brother usual- ternities only through hard-parLouisville professor Jones is a ly pe rfo rms the branding, and it tying s tereotypes . Yet when
member o f Kappa Alpha Psi. and is sometimes a ceremonial event. Jenkins was introduced to Phi
has two Kappa brands: one on
Most fraternity brothers say Beta Sigma, he changed his
his left ann and one on his c hest. branding is voluntary, but "cer- view. He saw the organization as
" I saw it as something not hing tainly there is peer pressure," a way o f life and wanted to show
more damaging than a tattoo." satd Hank Nuwer, autho r of his affiliation with a brand.
Jo nes satd.
"It shows I'm part o f someWrongs of Pa.uage: Fraternities,
A brand IS dtfferent tn charac- Sororities. Hazing, and Binge thing big," Jenkins said.
ter than a tattoo. however.
William M adison expressed a
Ormking.
It ts achieved when a hot iron
Hazmg researchers said they similar sentiment.
or p1ece of metal. often a hanger haven't heard of involuntary
The b rand " represents the lifeshaped hke a Greek letter. ts tnstances of b randing. Still. even long commitment to the ideals of
pressed to the sk tn for about I 0 some fratermties dislike the the fraternity," said Madison, 20,
second,, 'a1d James Spencer. a practice
a U niversity of Florida junior
St Petersburg dennatolog1st and
" We frown on it," said Tyrone and Omega Psi Phi member who
professor nt the Mount 1nat Patton. tntemat10nal grand exec- received h is brand at the beginSchool of Med1c1ne 111 Nc\\
utive sec retary for Iota Ph i ning of the semester.
York . llc added that a \\Olutd Theta. n black fraternity. "Why
"It makes me feel like I'm
fonns m the 'hapc o f the metal would any human being sit still closer to living w hat our fraterniand eventually becomes n 'car.
and allow someone to bum and ty stands for."

D 1\ N I 1- I A . <;

Spa p leasure in the heart of urban life

ISTUDENT SPECIAL
Manicure
Pedicure
Waxing
Threading
Facial
Air Brush Tanning
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AVAILABLE NOW

A new way for Columbia College students and parents to access
billing statements and pay online.

WHAT CAN CCCPAY DO?
~The flexibility to view your bill
electronically 24 hours a day,
7 days a week via the internet
through the Oasis Portal
~ The abil1ty to pay your bill
electronically 24 hours a day,
7 days a week via the internet
through check or credit card •

~ The option to authorize third
parties to view and pay the
bill, sucr1as a parent, guardian
or sponsor anywi1ere or anytime
~ Email notification when a new
bi!l has arrived

~ View your current bill plus a
history of bills online
~ Ability to access and print a
PDF of the paper bill
~ Immediate confirmation of
your payment

CCCPAY IS .tJ. SEHVICE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
Student Financial Services
Columbia College Chicago
600 S Michigan
Chicago, ll 60605
1-866- 705-{)200
sfs@colurn.c du

PL£AS£ Cf~fCJ\ YOI..iP. O~SI$ £~lAIL
FOR t:PDt~·r =:s 0 \: V'iHH; CCC.P.'o'r Vii;..L
P.E A\'1\!lABt.E .""\D HC 1lt1 l(l t. ~f :1
GR VIS:T 01.;;- ;Nf8:)JT~ Ai
·.·.~........ corum.edu:

sts !:;;~ 1r:orp d~ta:!~ .
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Should we smile on camera?
ol umbin received a
generous gift !Tom the
U.S . Department of
Homeland Security recently
when the federal government
granted $99.400 to the school
for the installation of surveillance equipment in buildings
on campus. While that 's
comparable to a full ride at
Columbia in tuition terms,
it's really just a drop in the
bucket in the total funding
avai !able to the state in the
1005 fiscal year Homeland
Security Grant Program .
Only Texas. California and
New York have higher
amounts allocated for funding than the nearly Si03 million lllinois can receive.
Many around Columbia
will be appreciative of the
school gaining more cameras
and monitors. Security. after
a ll. has been a significant
issue to manv students who
are still wary-of the environment in the South Loop.
Columbia president Warrick
L. Carter heard those concerns last spring when taking
questions folio" ing his state
of the college address.
And near I~ S I00.000 for
more equipment to l..eep an
~e on locations around campus " ould cenaml~ go a long
"a~ to"ard g" mg students a
better peace of m md But IS it
that peace of m md that ts all

C

we are really getting out of
the deal ? As Martha Meegan,
director of campus security,
told The Chronicle, " It can
help us from the greatest
threat, which could be terrorist acts, to the more mundane, which is theft."
We' re guessing that more
often than not, it will be the
latter. But in the unfortunate
event of the former, would
more cameras actually prove
to be of a benefit?
We have to doubt that al
Qaeda operatives have their
eyes set on a location such as
Columbia. While it is true
that the school is less than a
mile from certain institutions
that would seem to be more
logical targets for a terrorist
attack. such as the Sears
Tower or the Federal
Reserve. what purpose does
surveillance on our campus
serve?
Since 9/11. the country has
approved of tighter security
measures if they translated to
preventing another tragedy.
aturall) . there are limitations on what can be done
each ) ear. but Homeland
Securit ~ ·s solut ton has been
to thro" as much monc) as
the sl y- is-the-limi t deficit
'"II allo" In 200'. the
dcpanmcnt's <pending " 35 a
staggering S~S 1 bllilon And
11 has gone up from there

BACK FROM THE DRAWING BOARDS

As has been noted all too
often. this money comes not
only from those of us currently paying taxes but those
of us who will be paying
taxes many years down the
road. Any money used
toward issues o f security
now should focus on efficiency forever.
There have been a broad
range of theories about methods terrorists could possibly
employ in orchestrating
another attack. And if
Chicago is investing $99,400
toward surveillance at a college campus, how much is
being spent on ensuring safety in the water we drink or
our public transit systemwhich has the second-highest
ridership in the country?
Many people believe that
that just throwing more
money into the system
equates to a solution. But
funding is only the starting
point to any project.
When it comes to our security, we can understand why
some would take comfort in
an inves tment as tangible as
increased surveillance . But
we cannot let the comfort end
there O ur commi tment to
'ecunt) at Co lumbia and
abro;td "lll rei) on constant1} c..;ammtng not ' "hat \\ c'vc
done. hut "hat " e can do
next

The 'web' of political activity
he poiJtJCdi \\CbSIIC'
dati~ l..os w m and redstate org aren't ilkcl~
to agree on man~ tssues. but
Mark os ~l ouilts'" Zuntga
and ~1 1Chacl Krempask) .
founders of the respectl\'e
stte~. admitted as
much
before C<Htgnmg a ov 9
letter to members of
Congress ~ollowmg the
defeat of H R 1606. or the
~Onlme Frttdom of Speech
Act .~ on Nov 2. the repreKntattves o f two of the
btggnt poilttcal \ltc:s on the
Web urged congressmen to
oppoK a new ptece of leg•~
latton mtroduced by ltep
Chm '>hay\ IR-Conn J and
Rep Manm Meehan ( D Ma\\ 1
If It 4194, ur the " Internet
Antt-{ 'orruptton and I ret
')peedo f'rotc<:tton At! of
21XJ~ ," " an amendment to
the
I cdcr<tl
l: lcclton
( ampa o ~n 11 ~ 1 ul I '171 .
wht~h tl\ •upportcr. d ,um
Wll!lirl m the •Ptrtl uf ~'"" '
patl(ll finan~.e r clr~rm clun1·
nate the P'"'"htltty rof fcdcr.ol
~~~ndldatn
rrHmty
fmrn l.t!TJ'Iff3tlfn" and
fu r mtcrncf lK.II VJitc< • u ~ lt ...
hiii!(Y,IIl)( Iff •ulverlto.cmcrtl •
Hut ~~flf !ltng 111 / omt!Ot .mrl
Kremfl't'ky. ,til the rtcw I"""
J>I"Af ""'"''" rio " honol fr rc
•JIV' to .ontl tlwy' rc ; .u tly
r1f(J11

T

u""" •oft

""'m"

When the Supreme Coun
handed do" n a landmarl.. rulmg m 1997 wnh tis Reno "
ACU I dectston. Justice John
f'aul Stevens "rotc that the
Internet " M "the mo•t parltctpatory form of ma's
speech ) ct developed." and
"cntttlcd to the lughC\t protectton from go vernment
mtru\tOn ~
!lddtttonally, ZuntgJ and
Krempasky noted the " "''·
mcnt, of Federal 1-. lcctton•
Commtttee Vtec Chatrm;m
Mtchael Toner. who •tatcd
that the w ft money theory
held " no legal foundatunt ..
And the ·~ •uc of Internet
free •peech become< p<tntcularly relcvurtt ffllluwmg the
agreement rc:tchcd hy mmc
than 100 utU ntnco nn Nc•v
lfo teo lcnvc the Untied <;tntctn chaq;c of !(IIVenton ~t the
Wrorld Wtdc Wch llul the
Internet h." nut only hc~um c
a tmly wmldwulc phenwnc ruut, 11 ' " a l~, an mvahmhlc
r t\f JUflC;

fur

v.l otMI

lUIH •

lnCI \.t

I he:

rt'- frl~llou ~ IIII PP"Cd

l1y II I< 4 11111 ~~~ulc l olulltllf(C
'f >tttc ul the..: lwu" 111 tedo
UiJiffJI.Y thUI ,lf r i! I UWUIV. 111
11'11: pud~Mt •. wl11t h all"w
tftdepc rulellt d"'"'"''"'" ••I
•e ll lllllih•ltccl 11ullo or lrle
vl• lwl Jllll)!rNOu• . wlk l•. the
101tl11tr oc•"oo•t c• ullowlnj!
11•c,. 101 ~llllltlllolltlt •rly rtlol

contt·nt. .md peer- to-peer
nci\\ Orl..<. \\htch l( J\C U\CrS
the abthl ) to share ru<t about
an} content file tn dt~ ttal format
Unhl..e medta outlet' <uch
as tclc\ >'IOn or pnnt. Internet
entttoe< have httlc chance of
ncq Uirmg •'"} po"• cr lo
\lienee dt<scnt 11ont m.tl..r<
the po<sththltcs for dll on hnc
cnl tlle< vJTtuall ) hmtllcs, ,
Ancltt al<o mnkc< lunttntton<
utterly <cn<clc<s
The "Onhnc Freedom of
Speech /let" may not have
been p.t<'td on to the Senntc,
but not becnu" 11 dicln 't tHtvc
n mnJonty upportllll\ ot , the
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lETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

E ncoura ge more hones t) in sexual
education
Tim is tn res pons~ to Tiffany
llrcync 's commentary in the Nov. 7
cdtt ion of The
hrontclc entitled
" Program run by tgnorunce breeds
tgnornnce
I want to take the subject of sexual
cduc.tt ton out of th<· pohticnl nrena
and hrm~t 11 to soctety fhts i too
unportant to leave In p<•htJcs lloth
<Ale se~ and abstinence hould be
tau~tht m nil public schools. Safe sex
must b<· mdudcd in the cducntion.
!'roper condom usc. birth control pills
cor pntchc~ 11nd dotcns of other reasonable methods of s 1fc sex sh(luld be
t.ntl(ht lloweve r. we must stop the
' Y'tctnnttc l y m~ct nb(lut these methods.
llorth l'ontrol measures nrc nut I 00
pcr•·ent cffccttvc 111 prcvcntmg prcgnitnc tcs 1tnd $ 1T>s. whtch cnn still be
t nu~< mttt cd
dcs ptlc
thetr
usc
Ad<iollnnnll y, ,nfc sn mcusurcs nre
nu"t u tt,·n tnught f••r '"' clurmg mter""'r' c. hut 111 c rnrcl lhs•·usscd fur
oJ<e
11rnlur nnnl sex when h.-rpe' '""' uthN nwo ~ dnn~ten>us dl<cn•c• \1111 tcitcll l • t>e •pren<i
We nuJ< t tench teenllj:ff' th111 snfc
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We must encourage them to get tested
regularly if they are sexually active
and make sure their partners are tested
for STDs. There is no excuse for one
of the most educated and open soc ieties in the world to see STD transmissions so high and to have AIDS
continue its sinister spread.
Our society should communicate to
its youth that the only I 00 percent
guarantee that you will not get pregnant is abstinence. and the only guarantee that you won't contract an STD
is testing yourself and your partner.
rhcn. leave tht" fi nal decision to the
individuals.
S..:x is not just a physical act: it is an
emotional experience. It should be
treated as such and taught as such.
orne mature faster than others. Teens
should be taught that they may not be
mentally ready for such an emotional
bombshell nt the ir nge. This message
will undoubtedly be more accepted by
tc•·n girls than their hormone-raging
counterparts . Girls have the final say
nnd they deserve to be e mpowe~
and taught how to think sex through
nnd estnblish their w ill.
Forget the politics and forget the
schools. This ts where parents and
gunrdi:ms musttol..e up their burden of
responsibility. It is the one place
where mixed messages can be clc:ored
up: in the home. I hope we all take up
our personnl responsibility and end
the hoi'Tor of AIDS in America. the
sprcnd of STDs amongst the American
youth nnd the unwanted ~gnancics
thnt feud to unbcurnble decision .
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Commentary

'Based on a true story' ... kind of
By Derek Strum
Commentary Edito r
When Kathy Cash, daughter of
the legendary Johnny Cash, publicly slammed Walk The Line, the
recently released biopic about the
late " Man in Black," earlier this
month, it was really the fi rst sign of
fall's arrival-or more specifically,
"Oscar season." Each year, multiplexes start to offer fewer actionpacked summertime flicks that ask
moviegoers to leave their brains at
the door in favor of the more
"thoughtfu l" or "provoking" film s.
The timing of the releases is necessary for the notorious short-term
memories of older Academy Award
voters.
Considering how often these
films attempt to tell a certain person's life story, the problem that has
become rampant in recent years is
the ridiculous level of debate that
emerges surrounding the accuracy
of films seen as leading contenders.
Criticizing what a two- or threehour movie left out of a person's
entire life isn't just easy; it's also
inherently stupid. The best biopics
usually do not hope to tackle the
entire timeline of an individual's
life, but rather offer a unique take
on the particularly interesting
events for the audience. And quite
often, we are left to draw our own
conclusions. Hence, the phrase
"true story" is usually preceded by
"based upon" or " inspired by."
That's not to say Kathy Cash's
complaint is wholly without merit.
She took issue with how her moth·
er, Johnny Cash 's first wife, Vivian
Liberto Distin, was portrayed. " My
mom was basically a nonentity in
· the entire film except for the mad
little psycho who hated his career,"
Kathy Cash said. "That's not true.
She loved his career and was proud
of him until he started taking drugs

and stopped coming home."
That might be true, but Walk The
Line isn' t really about Distin ; it's
about Johnny and June Carter
Cash- Johnny Cash's second wife.
And since it was June's son, John
Carter Cash, who was an executi ve
producer for the film . it's under·
standable why the movie focuses
more on his parents' relationship.

But these kinds of mundane arguments are only likely to increase as
the season wears on. Consider the
number of other biographical pictures that have been released this
year and are already seen as possible Oscar contenders: Capore profi les author Truman Capote during
his time working on In Cold Blood;
Good Night, and Good Luck chron·
icles the conflict between journalist
Edward R. Murrow and Sen. Joseph
McCarthy; Cinderella Man offers
the Great Depression tale of com·
mon-man hero James J. Braddock.

And whatever rave reviews or
windfall box office returns result
from such films, it's more than like·
ly that we' ll have to hear about what
the movies " got wrong," " left out"
or "should ' ve mentioned." Of
course, since these aren' t documentaries- a genre that isn't without its
own releases using rather dubious
truth-telling- the decision of what
facts to include or
disregard is completely up to the fi lm·
makers.
While
th e
Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and
Sciences has sought
to marginalize the
overly aggressive
methods involved in
studio campaigns,
there's no denying
that the Oscars arc
not so much the ce lebration of the arts as
they are an additional
way to boost revenue. A nomination
creates attention and
a win can bring in
upwards of an addi·
tiona! $ 10 mi llion for
the motion picture.
Since at least one
KRT of the Best Picture
nominees has been based on a reallife person or real-life events every
year since 1992, the easiest way to
discredit these fi lms is to question
their exactness.
Perhaps the best recent example
of such trash-talking was the effort
made to derail the campaign of
200 I 's A Beawiful Mind. The film
about Nobel Prize-winner John
Nash was subject to a widespread
variety of complaints. Where were
his homosexual relationships in the
film? And those anti-semitic state·
ments? The woman he abandoned

after fathering a child with her?
Of course, the film's producers
defended their decisions and the
movie went on to win Best Picture
anyway. And that was just a year
after Steve Martin, as host of the
ceremony, joked, " Rememeber, this
is not a competition. If it were, that
would make the trade ads look
crass."
If the Academy votes based upon
the artistic merits of the films it
views, then the emphasis on how
the story is told trumps how much
factual information was included.
But as we head into another season
of biographical front-runners, it
should not be forgotten how exceptionally mean ingless Oscar gold is
to defining a film 's legacy.
When the American Film
Institute announced its list of the
I00 greatest American movies in
1998, only 32 were Best Picture
winners. And while 74 of the select·
ed films were nominated for the
honor, the film named by the t ,500·
member panel as the all-t ime best
was Orson Welle's 1941 master·
piece, Citizen Kane. The Best
Picture win ner that year? Well, who
could forget Darryl F. Zanuck's
How Green Was My Valley?
Apparently a lot of voters in the
AFt's poll, as it was left off the list.
The Academy Awards ceremony
is nice for watchi ng celebrities get
dressed up in designer gowns and
suits, but it's by no means the defin·
itive indicator of the movies we end
up treasuring over time. This is why
it's such an utter waste of time to try
and diminish our enjoyment with
any fi lm "based on" or " inspired
by" real li fe because of how it told
the story. In the end, the movies we
hold closest are the ones that work
their way inside us. And complaints
from critics about material left out
ultimately end up being left out as
well.

Columbia's classroom lobotomies
By Alicia Dorr
Managing Edito r
Less than 70 years ago, doctors
thought it was a good idea to drill
holes into a person's skull, stick in a
knife or a small ice pick and cut out
part of the brain to cure a mental
disorder. The guy who invented the
practice even won a Nobel Prize for
the idea. Occasionally doctors sti ll
use the method, albeit in very rare
cases- but would you want someone drilling holes into your head?
Enter group projects. This might
seem like a stretch, but stay with
me.
You come to college. You sigh in
relief, thinking the days of placard
presentations and random groupings with others who could care less
about the class are behind you. No
more being the person who has to
do all of the work because no one
else cares.
Oh, wait. We go to Columbia.
At some point, years ago, some
teacher went to some dumb curriculum conference where some j ackass
brought up the idea that cooperative
learning worked for every subject
and every age group across the
board. Then everyone patted him-

self on the back and went to lunch.
While I'm sure they all thought it
was a great idea then, I see it as the
lobotomy of education. Did anyone
stop to think about the fact that not
everyone is on the same level? A
general education course, especially at Columbia, is made up of all
different majors, leve ls in school,
ages
and
learning
types.
Photography majors in a social science class aren't going to do the
same work as a fiction major. In
fact, two journalism majors in the
same journalism class aren't going
to do the same work, either.
Columb ia's general education
courses attempt to make up for the
difference with final projects that
can be produced in the style of a
student's major, which is good.
With all of this in mind, why
would a teacher ever assign a group
project? Whether it be for small discussions or midterm projects, when
a teacher says, " OK, now get
together with a few of the people
around you ...," I cringe.
Why wou ld I want to pay $540
per credit hour to learn from stu·
dents who don't know the subject
either? It might seem like a good
way for students to study the mate·

The Columbia Chronicle is a student·produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessanly represent, in whole or 1n
part, the views of college administrators.
faculty 0< students.

All tax~ photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
written permission.

rial, but it's rarely effective. For one because I was late to class.
I'm not asking anyone to throw
thing, not everyone was paying
attention to the lecture like I was. I me a pity party; I am asking for
do not need to talk to other people teachers to stop catering to the lowwho were sleeping, zoning out or est common denominator or taking
simply not understanding the infor- cues from elementary-curricula and
mation given for one reason or leaving students like me frustrated.
another.
By all means, take care of people
A group project or discussion who need one-on-one discussions
may be good now and then for the and different teaming methodsfifth grade class my mom teachesjust don't waste my time and
which even she knows isn' t usually money on it. Group meetings and
effect ive because the classroom projects are a waste of time at a col·
descends into chaos- it is not good lege with such a diverse student
for an undergraduate- level college body- a strong point at Columbia.
course. In fact, it really j ust pisses So why make us all work at the
me off. I've got the ADD kid, the same leve l?
best friend duo chatting away and
I'm sure that there some doctors
maybe, if I'm lucky, one other per- look back on lobotomy and shudson who's interested in talking. Can der. And I'm sure people will look
I have my money back?
back on the whole idea of cooperaMy freshman year, my first major tive teaming or the group project
class required a group project, for and do the same. When I look at my
which five or six students compiled diploma, I wouldn 't want it to say,
their work to make one infonnative "A cooperative effort of the class of
piece. In theory, this could produce 2005." I want it to say "Columbia
a great artic le with remarkable, in- College," implying that I learned
depth reporting. In reality, I spent from the best, distinguished profes·
all night tracking down and editing sionals in the field. If I ever go to
six other incomplete pieces, trying graduate schoo l. bri ng on the group
desperately to make one cohesive projects, by all means. Until then I
article. Everyone in my group got want the best education I can getan A except for me. I got a B from my teachers.

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns arc t he opinions of the author(s ).

Views expressed In this publication arc those
of the writer and aro not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism
Department or Columbia College Chicago.

Letters to the editor must Include full name year majOr
and phone number All letters are ed•ted lor grammar and
may be cut due to a hm1ted space
Letters can be faxed to (312) 344 -8430,

e-mailed to Chronicle@colum.edu or mailed to
The Columbia Chronic~. 33 E. Congress Parkway
Su~e 224, Chicago, il. 60605-1996.
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Roamin'
Numerals

175
Age of Harrie t th e
G iant Galapagos Land
Tortoise, who celebrated her b irthday on
Nov. I 5 at the
Australia Zoo. Th e zoo
in northe rn Australia
claims Harriet is the
o ldest living anima l on
earth . She was collected by scientist Charles
Darwin in 1835.

23,547
Number of indccencv
complaints to the
Federal
Communications
Commi ssion in July,
23,542 of which were
fi led by the Parent 's
Telev ision Counc il.
Complaints for the
quarter ending Sept. 30
more than quadrupled
from the prev ious qu arte r due to complaints
abo ut Fox's The Inside
and an f-word in ABC 's
broadcast of the Live 8
concert, both in July.

116
Number o f the 200
m ost profitable U.S.
law firm s that use b lue
logos, websites, bus iness cards and other
advertising materia ls,
according to a study by
Boston ad agency
Partne rs + S imons.

Choice Cuts

''

" When he called me, I
thought I was talking
to a ghost."

Verna McCowan commenting on the phone
call she received from
her son, Anthony
Sheppard, one day a fter
he had been reported
dea d. On Nov. I 5.
Oakland, Ca li f. , police
mistakenly identified a
man shot to death as the
23 -year-old after finding
his identification card on
the victim, who was
actually 26-year-old
Mark Martin.
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Power of the self-timer and
photographers photographing
other photographers

Photo essay page 12

Recent grad lands
awesome job at awesome
School newspaper hiring for Spring Semester place making awesome
amounts of money

OMG We're hiring!

Former Columbia student attributes
real-world experience to
Chronicle employment
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• Journalists
·Editors

Pick up an application at The
Columbia Chronicle office
Campus News, C ity News, Copy, 33 E. Congress, Suite 224
At1S & Entertainment, Commentary and talk to Chris Richert

• Photographers
or e-mail him at
crichert@colum.edu
• Web Designers
with "Employment"
• Graphic Designers
on the subject line.
• Political Cartoonists
• Comic Strip Cartoonists
• Advertising Sales Reps
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Graphic Designers
overthrow editors
Abuse of creative freedom leads to
shameless self-promotion
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Man spent days indoors
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''I'm sorry this happened but the old
crossword puzzles are like the trucker
hats ofne•vspaper games; overplayed
and out ofstyle." explains A&E editor
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ifs 11ot a job,
it's an advt?ntur().

NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY

Master of Science in Education Program

We art~ Wllkinq "chocolatim" to sprllad thl' love at our Chicaqoland
ma Nhel's chocolate lounqes. Candidatt>s should hll passionatll about
chocolate, havll infwious enllrqy and a true undmtandinq of
extraordinary customer Sl'rvice. The ability to work a fll'xibll' schlldulll, indudinq niqhts &weekends, and prllvious expQrilln<ll in a retail
tmviromnent is preft~md .

We offer a comptJtitivtJ salary, qtJnerous associate discount, and a
qreat workinq Qnvironment. [0[ M/f/D/V.
To apply, stop by our lounql' listt>d bQJow. Plme ref(lrence this ad
when applyinq.

mDnis Str@@t,

hanston, IL 60ZOI
819 West Armita9t,
(hi<i9o.IL60614
North Brid9f Mall
~zo N. Mi<hiqan An,
(hiaCJo,IL 60611

zn 014 Onhard
Shoppin9 C.nttr,
Skokit, IL 60017
28 West Jtfftmn St,
Napmillt, IL 60~~0
900 North Mi<hitJan An,
Chiuqo, IL 60611

School of Educ.lt&on and Soc&al PolLey

Looking to begin or advance a career in higher education?

Special Information Session
Earn a Master of Science in Education degree in

Higher Education
Administration and Policy

f'

Meet faculty and rurrent students from the Higher Education
Administration and !'oliry program. Hear about our evening
courses and full or part-time professional development
opportunities, includinfi internships.
Applications accepted each quarter- begin as early as january
Fal/2006 Early Admissions Deadline: january 6!

Wednesday, November 30,2005
6:00-7:30 PM
Annen berg Hall , room 347
2120 Campus Drive, Evanston Campus

ZNorth Rivmidt Plan,
Chi<aqo, IL 60606

<e.>

Can 't ncake it on the 30'11? Attend a getJeral AfS ED Information S ession instead,
No•e,.ber 14 5:30-7:00 pm or December IS 5:30-7:00 pm, A11nettberg Hall

ethels.

Please RSVP by calling: (847) 467-1458, or emaili11g

U.vt adlorolatf day

m sedprog @mail.sesn.t~orthwestern.edu

www.sesp.northwestern.edu/msed
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Something's cooking
in the South Loop
New development
brings retailers to
campus
By Jim Jaworski
Staff Writer

South Loop residents, students
and workers who are bored with
their current neighborhood dining
options will soon have more restaurants to choose from. New development is anracting more food and
beverage establishments to the
intersection of Harrison Street and
Wabash Avenue.
The first floor of the recently-finished 600 S. Wabash Ave. building
that houses The Studios at 600
South, a single-room-occupancy
residence, also has six commercial
spaces. Two of these spaces have
been leased out, said Judy
Mclntyre, executive director of the
Chicago Christian
Industrial
League, the nonprofit social service

Gays:
Alliance groups
mcreasmg
Continued from Back Page
allegations, but because the incident happened outside of school,
nothing could be done about it,
Mitchener said.
" But it shows we need a group,"
Mitchener said. "Gay and lesbians
tend to be more at risk in high

agency that owns the building.
"We want to accommodate all
the people in the area," Mcintyre
said. "Not only for the students, but
there are an enormous amount of
people who walk by [the building]."
Ko's Kitchen, a restaurant specializing in Chinese and Japanese
food, will open in the SRO building
sometime in January. The establishment will feature inexpensive
meals geared toward students as
well as an area where patrons can
watch the chef prepare meals. The
owners also have tentative plans to
hold cooking classes, saidJennifer
Nemec, principal of Ideation
Studio, Inc., the company designing the restaurant.
Nemec said that Ko 's Kitchen
owner Lisa Ko formerly owned
Channing Wok, a Chinese restaurant that was located at 60 I S.
Wabash Ave. until a fire damaged
the it last year.

Thai Spoon currently located at,
6 I 8 S. Wabash Ave., will move into
the former Charming Wok location
in about six weeks.
Dunkin' Donuts will also move
into the SRO building, and the
other four spaces have not been
leased, Mcintyre said.
As for the empty storefronts, "we
would love to bring fine dining to
the area," Mcintyre said. She
added, that it would be difficult to
attract such a business given how
small the retail spaces are.
A dry cleaner that would offer
student discounts is being considered and Subway and KFC are currently in the leasing phase.
For some, the development is
welcome.
"We're happy to have more services and retai l for the students and
families in the area," said Leslie
Gryce Sturino, president of South
Loop Neighbors, a local community group working to enhance the

school for harassment."
According to a report issued Oct.
I I by GLSEN, the Gay Lesbian
Straight Education Network, which
is focused on ensuring safe high
schools, one-third of teens report
that students are frequently
harassed because they are or are
perceived to be lesbian, gay or
bisexual.
Riley Snorton, spokeswoman for
GLSEN, said students are really
beginning to see GSAs as something important.
"GSAs are part of the solution in

combating lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transsexual bullying in
Americans high schools," Snorton
said.
There are currently 3,000 GayStraight Alliance groups registered
though GLSEN nationwide, and
I ,000 of them have been registered
within the past year, a significant
number, according to Snorton.
Snorton credited the number of
Gay-Straight Alliances to the students involved in LGBT related
activism, something Snorton said is
happening all over the country and
c rea ting
increased visibility of the LGBT

Across the street from Columbia's Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave., The newly-opened single-room-occupancy
building has already leased two of its four commercial spaces.
quality of life of the South Loop.
"The more the better."
Some students see the prospect
of more popular chain restaurants
in the area as positive.
" It's great to have something like
that on campus," said Kristen
Riccenbach, a sophomore journalism major. "I go to Subway all the
time. Now the walk will be a lot
shorter."
Other students believe the area
already has similar businesses and
the new ones are unnecessary. see it
as just more of the same.
" It's just more fried food," said

Sara Pooley, a senior photography
major. "Why don't they bring in
anything good, anything healthy?
Why isn 't there a place by school I
can get a salad? A good salad with
fresh ingredients, not fast food
salad. If I want fried food, I' ll just
go to [Chicago] Carry-Out."
Some students would like to see
something unfamiliar.
"Don't we have a Subway
around here already?" said
Columbia
student
Darcy
Wittberger. "And isn't there already
a Dunkin' Donuts on every street

Events like the April 13 Day of
Silence, when students do not
speak for 24 hours in protest of
LGBT mistreatment, bring a certain level of awareness to high
schools and their students, Snorton
said.
Sixty high schools, as of May
2005
registered through the
Chicago area GLSEN, 16 of which
were within Chicago Public
Schools.
Gipson must present the proposal to Mitchener no later than Nov.
28, at which point he will pass it
along to Kevin Schnable, director
of student activities at OHS.
At that point, he will hold a
meeting with the students to dis-

cuss what they hope to accomplish.
" It is the 21st century and it's
important for us [as] educators to
embrace diversity," Schnable said.
"We need to break down the walls
between the students. It's all about
tolerance and acceptance."
The process is somewhat informal and the school is willing to
work with groups to accomplish
their goal, Schnable said. OHS currently has 40 recognized student
groups on campus.
''The main thing that I say is
'We're all different, yet we're all
the same,"' Gipson said. "We're all
going through the same things, it
just might be with different people."

Stanley Tigerman, designer of the new
Pacific Garden Mission facility, helped
break ground at the new site on.

Building new home
Continued from Back Page
all of this, 2nd Ward Alderman, Madeline
Haithcock said she hopes the surrounding
businesses will be able to provide jobs for
PGM residents, as well as brighten up the
neighborhood.
"The Pacific Garden Mission will make this
place look beautiful," Haithcock said. " ! was
just happy to keep it [in my ward]."
McCaroll and others worked with
Haithcock to keep the mission close to the
area it has been a staple in since I 877, but not
without opposition. While the city wanted the
current space to further the South Loop's residential and educational boom, there have been
mixed opinions ti·01n long time residents.
Some residents in the Pilscn community,
across the Dan Ryan Expressway and in the
25th Ward, worry the new proximity will lend
to more trnnsients in their neighborhood,
which Haithcock believes is unlikely.
" It's got nothing to do with the 25th Wnrd,"
I Jaithcock suid. "They think the homeless will
go over there, but if nnything they'll go where
they know- the South Loop,''
Either way, mission otlicinls nnd the l'ncitic

corner?"

Garden Mission's Men's Choir used the
groundbreaking as a time to give their thanks.
McCaroll said the new facility is good for the
mission and its residents.
"We're constantly working to help people
get back on their feet," McCaroll said.
The mission provided 803,000 free meals,
or 2,200 per day, to those in need last year, and
sheltered an average of 624 per day between
two facilities in Chicago- for women and
children at 955 W. Grand Ave. The new facility will allow the mission to expand its tree
dental and clinical care, educational programs,
computer Jabs, clothing distribution and recreational space. The architect for the new building, Stanley Tigerrnan of Tigerrnan McCurry
Architects, worked to create a facility that
catered to the mission's exceptional needs and
said he is happy the plans are finally coming
to fruition.
" I think just having the place here for them,
and a brand new place, is so important,"
Tigerrnan said. "From my side, I'm delighted."
Christopher Gordon, who sings in the
Pacific Garden Mission Men's Choir, was not
aware there was a UPS store next to the new
site, and looked to it and other businesses in
the area as signs of good fortune for the mission's residents.
"It'll be a good thing because there will be
more opportunities," Gordon said. "[The new
location] will help more people."
The Pacific Garden Mission is open 24
hours a day, seven days n week, and opemtes
with no fedcml, state or local uid. It also operates one of the nation's longest-numing mdio
dmma series, "Unshackled." The new building will be environmentally friendly and allow
for ROO beds per night, but McC:1roll repeated
nt the event n sentiment thnt he hus said in
press releases and to residents alike--it isn't
just food and shelter that the ministry provides.
"We provide tor physical, social and mcntnl
m:cds." McC'nmll suid.
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South Loop's coming attraction
New theater could
break ground as
early as 2008
By James Ewert
Assistant City Beat Editor

opment, Centrum is not yet naming retail tenants, and many
things in the plan still need to be
worked out with the city.
" There are a lot of moving
pieces, and the theater deal is
very far along to the point where
they feel comfortab le announcing it, but we haven't finali zed
the exact layout of their space,"
Ba lis said. "There's details that
are still in the works, and it's
going to take a few months to
finish that."
Balis declined to comment on

With the recent closure of the
Burnham Plaza Theater, South
Loop res idents wanting to see a
movie have had to trek across
town to see one, until now that
is.
According to Dean Kerasotes,
chief operating officer of
Kerasotes Theatres, the compa"Nobody has gone out
ny plann ing on opening a new
and really pushed for fa
theater in the South Loop, 2008
theater/, but it has been
could be a rough estimate for
suggested by residents at
year of the theater's construcrecent meetings that they
tion. Kerasotes said the theater
company has been try ing to would like to see a theater
in the area."
fina lize plans with a developer
and is in the des ign process for a
- Bonnie Sanchez-Carlson,
14 to 18 screen theater that
wou ld go up between Roosevelt
president of the Near South
Road and Po lk Street.
Planning Board
The developer, C hicago-based
Centrum Properties, is also plan- exactly what details need to be
ning to build a 500,000-square- worked out, but said Centrum
foot, mi xed-use development Properties is working with the
that would incorporate the new city on the archi tectural plan.
" We're
working
with
theater into its design.
" It's a big, huge, mixed devel- [Centrum Properties] to tailor a
opment that includes way more movie theater ins ide of the
than just a theater," said Lisa development, which is a much
development
Balis, vice president of retail larger-scale
development
for
Centrum besides just us," Kerasotes said.
Properties. " It 's several hundred " Th e developer has to go
thousand square feet of property through the process with the city
and get all their approvals in
and they' re just one tenant."
Balis said since the project is place before construction can
still in the early stages of devel- start."

Kerasotes said he has received
numerous e-mails and inquiries
from residents of the area who
would like to see a new theater
in the South Loop.
Bonnie
Sanchez-Carlson.
pres ident of the Near South
Plannin g Board- a nonprofit,
community-based organization
established to help improve the
surrounding areas through retail
and residential developmentsaid that although South Loop
residents haven 't formally made
an effort for a theater, it has been
talked about for some tim e.
"Nobody has gone out and
really pushed for [a theater], but
it has been suggested by residents at recent meet ings that
they wou ld like to see a theater
in the area," Sanchez-Carlson
said. " I haven't reviewed the
whole piece yet, but I wouldn 't
be opposed to it, because right
now we are lacking a theater in
the area ."
From 2000 to earlier this year,
South Loop had one movie theater, th e Burnham Plaza Theatre,
but it closed down this
September. The closest commercial theater to Co lumbia, which
is known for its fi lm and video
program, is the AMC River East
21 , which is a lmost two miles
away from campu s.
Columb ia film and video
majors Ch ris Hyatt and Von
Bilka both said they would be
interested and pleased to see a
theater in the South Loop.
Bilka , a fres hman from
Indiana, said he sees an obvious

Hike:
New fares
impact bus riders
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Michael Jarecki/The Chronicle

A woman purchases a fare card at the Harrison Red Line stop
on the on Nov. 17. The CTA plans to increase fares from $1 .75
to $2 at the beginning of 2006.

CTA customers use buses rather
than trains, Jones said the CTA is
inconveniencing the majority of
their riders.
" We believe the CTA is not fully
appreciating the real disparity of
people's access to machines where
they can put money onto a card,"
Jones said. "Not on ly can they not
find machines running to buses,
but many just don 't have the significant revenue to put on the cards
either."
Some college students don't
expect to feel the impact of the fare
increase until they go on breaks
from school or graduate. Also,
almost every building on the

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

A movie theater is scheduled as part of a new development near
the intersection of Clark Street a nd Roosevelt Road by 2008.
lack of theaters in the area, and
if one were to go up and play
movies all day, it could become
a place for students to go when
they have time between classes.
" It ' d be a good idea, especially around here," Bi lka said. "Of
all the things going up here, you
would think there would be a
theater, but there isn't at all."
Hyatt, a freshman living in the
Univers ity Center, said he would
see movies at least once a week
if the South Loop had a theater.
" It would be a lot easier to
have a theater around. Usually I
have to go to the AMC if I want
to see a movie," Hyatt said.
Both students said they would
like to see a theater that plays

more than just big-name movies
and new releases. They would
like to see more independent
films, which most large movie
theaters do n't offer.
Keraso tes said the theater
wou ld play mostly first-run
movies, but considers independent films to be in that same category.
Although Kerasotes and Balis
said it is still too early to definitively say when construction
wi ll start on the new theater,
Kerasotes said the story wi ll be
developing over tim e.
" Hopefully it can start as early
as late 2006, but there's a lot that
has to get built before we can do
our portion," Kerasotes said.

Columbia campus is within walking distance to train stations, and
many students have a U-Pass,
Chris Daum, a junior music performance major at Columbia who
lives in Evergreen Park, said even
when his U-Pass expires during
winter break and summer vacation,
he won't buy a Chicago Card.
Daum, who uses both the bus and
train during the week, said students
won't be affected by the hike as
much as the disabled people who
use the CTA's paratransit system .
" It doesn't make sense to raise
[the paratranist] fare. People using
that have a hard enough time
affording it in the fi rst place,•·
Daum said. " If anything, they
should be lowering fares."
Columbia
senior
Valerie
Lerman, a performing arts management major who lives on the
North Side, said that although she
only uses the CTA when she goes
to class, she will, along with other

college seniors, notice the higher
tare when she graduates and no
longer has a U-Pass.
" I' ll notice it just as soon as I get
out of school and try to take a bus
or train somewhere," Lerman said.
" Even though I don't use the CTA
that much, there are tons of people
who do, and they will defmitely be
impacted."
Lerman said her gut feeling
about any increase is that it wouldn't be necessary if the CTA were
more efficient.
"I'm sure there are inefficiencies

that could be eliminated, and if
they were to do away with them,
they shouldn't have to raise fares,··
Lerman said.
Daurn, who has a jar at horn e in
which he collects all his spare
change, said after the 25-cent fare
increase, his coin collection wi ll be
a lot smaller.
" It's not much, but a quarter can
go a long way," Daum said.

Da tickets weren ' t for Da Bears

Bril liant idea to va ult turnstile foi led

Three men were walking near 700 S. Michigan Ave. on
Nov. I 3 when they were approached by two men in their
20s who were sell ing what they claimed were tickets to
the Ch icago Bears game. The victims, believing the tickets were real, bought them for $100 each and proceeded
to So ldier Field. As the three entered the stadium, staff
told them that the t ickets were not authentic .

A CTA security guard watched a man in his 30s
j ump a turn stile without payi ng at the Harri son CTA
station , 608 S. State St. , on Nov. 10. The g uard
deta ined the o ffender until pol ice arrived, at which
point he was taken into District I headqu arters for processing.
Wa llet missing

Cell phone cas ua lty in the So uth Loop
A 35-year-old woman called police o n Nov. 13 after she
lost her Motorola cell phone near 520 S. Michigan Ave.
The woman told police her phone was valued at $ 150.

A 22-year-ol d man called police on Nov. 13 after he
discovered his wallet missing while in side Buddy
Guy's Legends, 754 S. Wabash Ave. The man told
police the black wallet contained numerous IDs and a
debit card.

Compiled by Chronicle staff through information
provided by the Chicago Police Department.

CilYBEAT
Come
skate away

CTA hikes ticket to ride
Fares to go up 25 cents
again; service to stay
the same
By James Ewert
Assistant City Beat Editor

For the second time in three
years, fares on Chicago Transit
Authority buses and trains will go
up another 25 cents.
The increase, which the CTA has
contemplated for more than a year
due to funding issues, is part of a
newly approved $1 billion budget.
Previously approved hikes to the
downtown rush shuttle, which
operates in the Loop during rush
hour, and the paratransit system,
which transports disabled CTA
customers, will go into effect along
with the cash fare increase Jan . I,
2006.
Robyn Ziegler, spokeswoman
for the CTA, said the fare increase
will not affect service or people
using Chicago Cards and similar
unlimited ride passes.
"All CTA customers have the
option of avoiding the fare increase
by choosing to usc fare media other
than cash," Ziegler said.
She also noted that the $5 fee to
purchase Chicago Cards will be
waived starting Dec. I so cus-

tomers can acquire the cards free of
charge.
According to a CTA press
release, the increase is due to a
nearly $50 million budget deficit,
and Ziegler said more scenarios
like this may come up in the future.
"The CTA will continue to have

Michael Jarecki/The Chronicle

A view of the CTA bus stop at
State Street and Madison.
funding issues until there is a
change in the funding formula by
the Illinois General Assembly,"
Ziegler said.
Earlier this summer the
Assembly bailed out the CTA with
a one-time grant to alleviate their
$54 million deficit. It expected the
CTA to then fix their budgetary

problems by the end of the year
without cutting service or raising
fares. Now, the CTA is doing the
latter.
The Neighborhood Capital
Budget Group 's Campaign for
Better Transit is opposed to the
increase. The NCBG is a community-based organization dedicated
to improving neighborhoods
through better public investment.
An iniative set up by the NCBG,
The Campaign for Better Transit
analyzes ways to improve
Chicago's public transportation
system.
John Jones, director of community outreach for the NCBG, said
the group is urging the public to
voice opinions to public officials
and call for an investigation into
why the increase is needed.
" It's premature for the CTA to be
recommending fare increases when
there is still much debate in
Springfield about their operating
needs," Jones said. "We have until
mid-December to advocate for
budgetary constraints."
Jones said that the biggest threat
to CTA riders from the new fare
plan is from the loss of cash transfers. Because cash is mainly used
by bus riders and two-thirds of
See Hike, Page 19

J a n Floria n ice skates with his two sons , Tomas, 4 , a nd
Jacob, 6, on Nov. 18 a t the McCormick Tribune ice rink in
Millennium Park. The rink opened a week la te r than o riginally schedule du e to unseasonable weather Nov. 16.

Suburban high schol>l
not so gay or straight
Students run into
difficulties starting
Gay-Straight Alliance
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor

A ground breaking ceremony on Nov. 16 for the Pacific Garden Mission's new facility at 14th and
Canal streets, is the first step toward moving the building from its c urrent location at 646 S.
State Street.

Mission breaks new ground
By Alicia Dorr
Managing Editor

A few dozen people braved
Chicago's first snow of the year to
witness the groundbrcaking of the
new Pacific Garden Mission facility at 14th and Canal streets on Nov.
16.
Blustery winds and an overcast
sky did not deter the mission 's
directors, residents and workers
from expressing appreciation for
the new site, despite the long
process it took to get to the day,
despite the weather.
"This is a 'homeless day,"' said

David McCaroll, president of the
Pacific Garden Mission. "This is
the kind of day when we' re thankful that we can provide a nice
warm place."
Pacific Garden Mission officials
have been working with the city
for years to find a new location in
answer to a residential boom
around the current address, 646 S.
State St., where it has provided
services to the needy for almost
130 years. Moving to the new location is intended to provide extra
breathing room for an everexpanding Jones College Prep
School, next door to the old mis-

sion site, as well as offering a better facility for PGM workers and
residents.
The new location is a lot different from the mission's current
home in the heart of the South
Loop, ncar the growing colleges in
the area. The nearly-empty space
where officials broke ground is
flanked on all sides by a mostly
industria l neighborhood, with
UPS, a Metra station and a
Dominick's food store just to the
north. Though the state-of-the-art
design will be tucked away amidst
See Mission , Page 18
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Becky Gipson remembers her
freshman and sophomore years at
south suburban Oswego High
School as the worst years of her
life. As a gay teenager, she felt she
had nowhere to turn, nobody to
talk to.
Now a senior, Gipson began taking action by working with friends
to establish a Gay-Straight Alliance
at OHS. The alliance is part of a
youth-led national network that
looks to provide support, as well as
raise awareness about homosexuality in the schools they started in.
During the past year, public consciousness on the subject has been
growing as the group's number of
registered chapters has risen signi ficantly on high school campuses
nationwide.
" Now that I have accepted (my
homosexuality] and I'm comfortable with it, I just want to help the
lowcr-classmen and take that
(loneliness] and pain away from
them," she said.
With the help of Oswego's social
worker, Ralph Mitchener, Gipson
and some of her friends arc currently in the application process to
start a chapter and will be submitting a letter to the dean and school

board explaining in detail why it's
necessary for the school to have a
group like this.
The first time students brought
the idea of a GSA forward, many
of them were afraid to discuss it or
even to meet on school grounds.
Eventually the group dispersed and
didn't follow through.
The second group of students
seemed to be making progress a
few years ago. But their senior year
crccped up, and the students graduated before anything was concrete,
Mitchener said.
"Now Becky has a fire in her
heart for the group," Mitchener
said. " 1 want to support her, and 1
think it's a move that needs to happen."
Gipson held the fi rst infonnativc
meeting for students Oct. I I at a
local cafe. Since the group is not
officially recognized by OHS, they
cannot meet on school grounds.
Somebody took down the only fli er
posted in OHS about the meeting,
Gipson said. She added that a
group of students against the GSA
showed up at the meeting and
blocked the exit so the group
couldn 't leave.
"They were sporting swastika
and were doing ,hail Hitler signs,"
Gipson said. "They arc completely
against it and it was the same people who would call me a dyke in
junior high."
School officials heard of the
See Gays, Page 18

